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Foreword and Recommendations 
The Ambassador to the United Nations from the People’s Republic of Angola, Elisio 

de Figueiredo, recently stated that the story of Namibia is the story of Africa, the history 
of Namibia is the history of Africa, and the tragedy of Namibia is the tragedy of Africa. 
We, the co-producers of this report on Namibia>and the negotiations on United Na- 
tions Security Council Resolution 435, believe ,that,the story of Namibia is also a tragedy 
for people of conscience around the world. It is a story of a proud and energetic people 
who have been subdued by force. It is a story of.imstitutionalized racism and the export 
of the barbarous system of apartheid to a country whose independence is long over- 
due. Most critically, it is a story of a failed efioort on the part of five western nations 
to compel South Africa to live up to norms of .international law and conduct. South 
Africa’s continued intransigence, despite the good-faith negotiations of the South West 
Africa People’s Organization (SWAPO), its principal opponent in Namibia and the leader 
of the Namibia” people’s struggle for independence and freedom, has made a final set- 
tlement in Namibia ever more illusive. 

The co-producers of this report believe it necessary to bring to the public’s atten- 
tion, once again, the magnitude of suffering that South Africa’s rule has brought to 
the Namibiiln people. The transplanted system of apartheid not only represses the 
legitimate rights of the people to political participation, freedom from detention without 
trial and summary execution, and the right to participate fully in the economic life of 
the country, but it also creates economic and social disparities that make the indigenous 
people of Namibia among the poorest on earth. The story of Namibia, therefore, must 
focus on the legitimate rights of its people; it is not simply the story of diplomatic 
maneuverings and protracted negotiations. 

As Americans, we also believe it importanj to provide a concise history of America’s 
involvement with Namibia, and its involvement in international efforts to seek a peaceful 
solution to the Namibia” crisis that will result in full independence for that nation. 

Since South Africa’s control over Namibia was made illegal officially in 1966, the 
territory’s future has presented a relatively straightfoward question of self-determination 
for the 1.5 million people who live there. Unfortunately, this rather clear objective has 
become tangled in a web of false solutions and extraneous issues. It is useful to examine 
the policies pursued by American administrations toward Namibia in the context of 
overall American interests and objectives in the southern Africa region. 

Officially, the United States has opposed South African rule in Namibia since the 
UN revoked Pretoria’s mandate in 1966. However, tempered by its economic, political, 
and strategic interests in the region, and by an often shortsighted perception of how 
best to protect those interests, the U.S. has failed to move South Africa. 

U.S. economic interests in sub-Sahara” Africa are heavily concentrated in the 
southern third of the continent. Nearly $3 billion of direct investment, or about 60 per- 
cent of the sub-Sahara” total, is located there. US-southern Africa trade totals more 
than $6 billion. The area contains immense deposits of many strategic minerals that 



are vital to industrial economies such as that of the United States, including the platinum 
group, manganese, vanadium, chromium and cot&t as well as a dominant share of 
the world’s gold and diamond output and an internationally significant output of coal, 
uranium, copper and other minerals. With regional stability, the nations~ of the area 
could prosper and serve’as a dynamic center for African economic progress. However, 
during the current regional turmoil the economic potential of the region i4 unrealized. 

The U.S. has an interest in maintaining positive diplomatic and political relations 
with all of Africa, especially in international organizations. The support of these coun- 
tries is largely influenced by their perception of U.S. policy toward apartheid in South 
Africa and Pretoria’s illegal rule in Namibia. In South Africa and Namibia, the U.S. 
often has stated its support of political freedom and civil liberties for all the people of 
these countries and for an end to the illegal Pretoria control over Namibia~. The denial 
of democratic majority rule in South Africa and Namibia risks an escalation of violence 
in the region that could destroy chances for economic development for years to come. 
It also risks triggering bitter controversy in the U.S. that could erode the consensus favor- 
ing progress on race relations heie. 

Finally, the U.S. has stated a goal of protecting its military and strategic interests 
in the region, and of minimizing Soviet influence in southern Africa. The Cape sea route 
is of strategic importance to the United States because much of the oil destined for the 
West is shipped along that route. Many of the minerals from several states in the region 
are also considered strategic for their use in U.S. production of military hardware. 

For many years, American administrations believed that the best way to protect 
most of these interests was simply to maintain an unofficial alliance with the apartheid 
regime of South Africa. They theorired that economic and strategic interests mattered 
most, and that political interests were not immediately threatened because of the presence 
of the Portuguese colonial empire in southern Africa and independent Africa’s dire need 
for economic aid from the U.S. Domestically, it was thought that a rhetorical condem- 
nation of apartheid and a low profile on the questions of Namibia by the American 
government could forestall any large-scale criticism of U.S. policies towardthe region. 

There is a new reality in southern Africa. Moreover, the view outlined above has 
now lost credibility because of the failures it produced in the mid-1970s. U.S. economic 
interests are increasingly endangered by the possibihty of the region’s war escalating 
to the point of threatening U.S. “business as usual.” As a result of South Africa’s in- 
transigence and its aggression in the region, the Soviet Union has gained significant in- 
fluence in southern Africa. Moscow’s infIuence results, in large measure, from its tangible 
support for the forces of change in the region that, for decades, have been seeking to 
end colonial exploitation and white minority rule. Concomitantly, U.S. influence in 
Africa has eroded because it was perceived as being on the wrong side of the conflicts 
in Mozambique and Angola, in Rhodesia (now known as Zimbabwe), in Namibia and 
in South Africa itself. 

U.S. involvement and leadership in the negotiations for a Namibia settlement since 
1977 have provided the US with new opportunities to strengthen its position in Africa 
and to create a more stable environment in the region for development. 

Yet, the present administration’s genera1 posture of “constructive engagement” with 
the Pretoria regime may serve to undermine all the s&tory good that could have flowed 
from a successful completion of the Namibia negotiations. Constructive Engagement 
argues that by having closer ties with Pretoria, Washington can quietly work to in- 
fluence its behavior. As has been stated, little that is “constructive” has resulted from 
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the “engagement” with South Africa. South Africa has increased its intransigence in 
the context of the Resolution 435 negotiations; has stepped up its aggression against 
neighboring sovereign states; and has tightened the noose of oppression on its indigenous 
population by expediting its homeland policies; further curtailing black political rights; 
and by seeking to eliminate black leadership~ or organized opposition to apartheid. 

A Namibia settlement would promote U.S., interests in southern Africa and Namibia 
by: 

l Enhancing diplomatic credibility for the U.S. in Africa and advancing U.S. political 
influence in southern Africa in particular; 

l Facilitating an eventual withdrawal of Cuban troops from Angola., 
l Allowing the U.S. to pursue greater economic relations with Angola and an in- 

dependent Namibia and to promote economic development in the region generally. 

It often has been stated that the principal U.S. objective in~the region is to curtail 
the expansion of the Soviet presence and influence in order to protect U.S. strategic 
interests. If this assertion is correct, then a speedy, peaceful settlement of the Namibia 
conflict is the best course to pursue. In this fashion, the U.S. would gain the credibility 
necessary to begin the difficult, and long overdue task, of working for a real democratic 
solution in South Africa itself. In the eyes of the current administration, the U.S. must 
“lay down a mantle of authority” in the region to assure security, stability and economic 
progress for the nations of southern Africa. Let that “authority” mean “positive influence” 
on the side of the legitimate aspirations of the majority of the region’s people who have 
been exploited and repressed for so long. These people will soon be the masters of southern 
Africa’s future. 

Recommendations 
After evaluating a detailed analysis of the historical and current situation in Namibia, 

we wish to make four specific recommendations: 

l The United States should remove the issue of the Cuban presence in Angola from 
the negotiations on Namibian independence. The Cuban presence is not an issue 
under the terms of UN Security Council Resolution 435, and its interjection into 
the negotiations has given aid and comfort to South Africa’s intransigence, and 
has allowed, South Africa the luxury of time so that it may proceed with an unac- 
ceptable “internal” settlement that will perpetuate the apartheid system within 
Namibia, albeit under another guise. 

l We call upon Congress to pass a resolution or other appropriate legislation urg- 
ing that the U.S. negotiating position be conformed to this view, and expressing 
the sense of the Congress that the administration’should adopt a firmer position 
with South Africa. This position should include the threat of withdrawing all 
military, political and economic support should South Africa’s intransigence 
continue. 

l We urge the State Department to work more closely with other nations in the 
Western Contact Group to devise a more aggressive negotiating strategy with 
the South Africans, and to explore various political and economic pressures of 
a multilateral nature, including consideration of adopting Chapter VII sanctions 



under the United Nation’s charter. 
l The current administration should begin to disengage from bilateral relations 

with South Africa if the talks continue to be unsuccessful. Moreover, the U.S. 
should first proceed with the recision of those new elements in the United States- 
South African relationship that have been created as part of this administration’s 
“constructive engagement” policy. This would include an e&to the training of 
the South African Coast Guard, decreases in or elimination of South Africa’s 
honorary consulates and defense attaches in the United States, a m-imposition 
of export controls on items to the South African military and police, and a refusal 
to receive South African dignitaries. In addition, as part of the process of 
disengagement, the United States should wholeheartedly support the multilateral 
pressures described above. 

Hopefully, this report will confirm the validity of these recommendations and will 
heighten the awareness of the readers and the American people of the need for a stronger 
and yore vigorous posture toward South Africa. And, hopefully this report will reaf- 
firm in the minds of all who are concerned for freedom, justice, equality arid the right 
to self-determination that the SWAP0 cause and the cause of the Namibian people is 
a just one. It must have our political and economic support in the days ahead. 
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History 
The original Namibians were the San and the Khoi’Khoi; they were later joined 

by the Herero and the Nama peoples, who were traditionally cattle herders. It is believ- 
ed that the Damara arrived with, the Nama, and worked among them as herdsmen. The 
pastoral Ovambos, who grew maize and raised cattle, lived in the north. They were 
the largest group, and the only predominantly agricultural tribe. The Ovambos pro- 
duced surpluses that supported development of skilled craftsmen such as blacksmiths, 
potters and woodcarvers.’ 

By the time Europeans arrived, they found various highly organised social and 
political systems among the indigenous people. Collective ownership of natural resources 
prevailed. Grazing rights were a frequent cause for dispute, but the concept of individual 
ownership and large-scale dispossessions of land was introduced by whites.’ 

The first Europeans to land on the Namibian coast were the Portuguese, who ar- 
rived in 1484. They were followed by other Portuguese, Dutch, and British expeditions. 
By the late 1700s trade relations were fairly well developed. Larger groups of European 
missionaries, traders and businessmen arrived throughout the latter part of the 19th 
Century. The Germans colonized parts of Namibia in the 1880s in an effort to build 
an empire in Africa. This marked the beginning of the conflict between Britain and Ger- 
many for possession of the coastal areas of present-day Namibia. The Germans expanded 
their control inland through purchases and so-called”‘treaties of protection” with rival 
chiefs. In 1890, they signed an agreement with the British to allocate acquired territories 
in the region.’ Thus, German South West Africa, a territory three times the size of Bri- 
tain, was created, while the British retained Walvis’Bay. 

German Rule 
German colonial exploitation was extremely brutal; it encountered sustained 

resistance from African communities and resulted in rebellions throughout the late 1890s 
with constant warfare between 1904 and 1908. The colonizers responded to these strong 
uprisii of the Herero and Nama peoples by conducting the 20th century’s first genocide. 
Extermination campaigns in concentration camps resulted in the massacre of 84,000 of 
the 70,0@3 Herero people and 30,000 of the 80,000 Nama.’ Survivors were dispossessed 
of all their land, and their political and social structures were destroyed, leaving them 
to become a large, cheap wage labor pool for white employers. White settlement rapid- 
ly increased and laws were enacted that institutionalized racial oppression in a manner 
suggesting the system of apartheid that South Africa would impose years later. 
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League of Nations: South Africa’s Mandate 
During World War I, South African troops, acting on British orders, occupied the 

German colony of South West Africa. In 1920, South Africa was given a mandate by 
the newly formed League of Nations to administer the territory. Under the terms of 
the mandate, South Africa was to “promote to the utmost the material and moral well- 
being and the social progress of the inhabitants.“l These terms were ignored and addi- 
tional laws were enacted to deny Africans political rights and to ensure a cheap labor 
supply. Among the new restrictions were the Master and Servants Proclamation of 1920, 
the Pass Law> of 1922, and the Contract Labor System formalized in 1925.6 Frequent 
uprisings were crushed, and the population was subdued by force. 

The United Nations 
When the League of Nations was superseded by the United Nations in 1945, coun- 

tries administering League of Nations Mandates entered into UN Trusteeship Agreements 
drawn to eventuate in full independence for the territories. However, South Africa refused 
the Trusteeship System - the only mandatory power to do so - and demanded the full 
incorporation of Namibia into the Union of South Africa. When the UN refused to ac- 
cept this demand,,South Africa proceeded to ignore the UN’s authority over the matter.7 

In 1948, The Afrikaner National Party came to power in South Africa. The new 
regime made Namibia a fifth, de facto, province of South Africa, providing six seats 
for members of Parliament from Namibia in the South African parliament.’ In 1950, 
the International Court of Justice ruled that South Africa could not unilaterally change 
the status of .Namibia and that the Mandate was still in force. South Africa ignored 
this ruling, enacting legislation that imposed the National Party’s apartheid policy on 
the people of the territory. 

With the passage of Resolution 2145 in 1966, the UN General Assembly terminated 
South Africa’s mandate and placed Namibia under UN control. In 1969, the Security 
Council concurred in this action by adopting Resolution 264, which declared South 
African occupation, illegal and called on South Africa to withdraw from Namibia. It 
also called for international diplomatic and economic isolation of South Africa whenever 
it acted on behalf of Namibia. 

In 1971, the International Court of Justice at the Hague confirmed the UN action 
declaring South Africa’s occupation illegal, and concluded that the only legal action 
South Africa could take would be to withdraw. Yet, South Africa continued to defy 
the world community and remained in Namibia. Despite South Africa’s claims that ad- 
ministering Namibia was a financial drain and that it was charitable for Pretoria to govern 
Namibia, its determination to maintain control over Namibia reflected the extent to 
which Namibia was and is a source of wealth for South Africa. 

America’s Economic Ties with Namibia 
American economic and political involvement in Namibia began in the latter part 

of the 18th Century through extensive trading with the Namibian people and whaling 
in Namibia’s waters. An influx of American missionaries and miners increased American 
involvement between the 1840s and 1860~.~ American commercial interests in Namibia 
continued to grow even after Germany formally colonized the territory near the end 
of the 19th Century. 

When South African control replaced German colonial role at the end of World War 
I, American investment in Namibia expanded. However, after the war, the United States 
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under President Woodrow Wilson was responsible, in large part, for preventing South 
Africa from annexing Namibia as it had hoped to do.‘O South Africa was given a man- 
date to administer the territory instead, and American private investment continued 
to grow. At this time, U.S. investors were concentrated in the transportation sector 
and in Namibia’s fashion fur trade. 

After World War 11, new American investment grew in the mining sector. This 
proved to be extremely profitable area, because of the vast mineral resources of the 
land and the large cheap labor pool created by South African exploitation of the populace 
through the contract labor system. In the 195Os, 1960s and 197Os, U.S. investment grew 
more and encompassed new sectors, such as the fishing industry and off-shore mining. 
Today, approximately 130 American transnational corporations trade in Namibia. Thirty- 
five (35) maintain a direct presence in the territory. More than 70 percent of these com- 
panies entered Namibia through contracts with South Africa after the United Nations, 
with U.S. support, officially revoked South Africa’s,mandate over the territory in 1966.” 



Inside Namibia 
In 1964, South Africa directly imposed its apartheid policy on Namibia by dividing 

the country into separate “bantustans” or “homelands” for the African population along 
ethnic lines. Using this device, South Africa hoped to convince the world that it was 
leading each “ethnic group” toward self-determination in order to gain international 
acceptance. These policies, which are virtually the same as those imposed on the African 
majority in South Africa, have several aims and objectives, including: 

l To divide the Namibia” nation along racial and ethnic lines and to foster tribal 
divisions through South African-promoted “ethnic” governments. 

l To suppress the consciousness of national unity that had grown from early anti- 
colonial revolts. 

l To ensure a continuous supply of cheap African labor to the white economy 
by forcing Africans into arid, small “homelands” that cannot sustain the 
population. 

l To deprive black people of any rights in “white areas” where they work by making 
them “citizens” of a “homeland.” 

l To transfer repressive powers to the “homeland” governments while retaining 
overall control.” 

These policies, along with a host of other repressive laws, have had a devastating 
effect on the lives of black Namibians. For example, the severely limited educational 
opportunities, health facilities and housing for the black population are allocated on 
a discriminatory and unequal basis. In the educational system of Namibia an estimated 
$1,500 a year is spent on each white student, while only $215 is spent on each black 
student.ls Infant mortality rates for blacks are high (163 for each 1,000 blacks versus 
21 for each 1,000 whites), while life expectancy for blacks is 33 years, compared with 
72 years for whites.‘” 

The economy of Namibia is dominated by western transnational corporations and 
South African companies. Though Namibia is a country rich in mineral resources, the 
economy is profoundly distorted, with foreigners expropriating the wealth while the 
black population remains one of the poorest in the world.15 

While the forms of Pretoria’s political control in Namibia have changed over the 
years, these changes have represented only tactical shifts rather than any dimunition 
of South Africa’s absolute authority over the territory. When the National Party took 
over power in 1948 it argued that the mandate had ended and that South Africa now 
ruled by right of occupation. It proceeded to lay plans for the full annexation of the 
territory that were formally enacted in the 1960s. World opinion continued to oppose 
South Africa’s occupation and when the political and military situation began to change 
in Namibia during the mid-197Os, resulting from the demise of the Portuguese colonial 
empire in southern Africa, South Africa began to look for alternatives to annexation 
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that would nevertheless maintain the political, military and economic status quo in 
Namibia. The result was a conference called by the all-white National Party of Namibia 
for all “peoples” in the territory to discuss its future. Only organizations representing 
single ethnic groups were allowed to attend. 

This conference, called the Tumhalle Constitutional Conference for the building 
in which it was held in Windboek, continued sporadically for several years. Its final 
proposals for self-rule along ethnic lines under a two-tiered government were eventual- 
ly adopted as Pretoria’s scheme for an internal settlement. In the meantime South Africa 
had appointed an Administrator General to Namibia who was given the authority to 
rule by proclamation. 

South Africa held elections in Namibia in December 1978 to form a SO-member 
“constituent assembly.” Boycotted by SWAP0 and almost all of the country’s 40-odd 
political parties, the election was essentially a struggle between the two white-led political 
alliances that grew out of the Tumhalle Conference. In 1979 the South African Ad- 
ministrator General converted the assembly into a “National Assembly” (first-tier 
government) and in 1980 established “Ethnic Governments” (second tier) for the 
homelands. He also created a “Council of Ministers” of 12 members from the assembly 
in 1980.16 Thus, while there was an internal government in the formalistic sense, its 
activities were subject to the approval of the South African Administrator General, as 
the ruling authority in the country, while South Africa’s massive army of occupation 
was and continues to be the ruling force. 

On Jan. 18, 1983, South Africa dissolved the National Assembly and announced 
that it was resuming “direct rule” in the territory. Few observers ever believed that South 
Africa had every really abandoned de facto rule even during the tenure of the National 
Assembly and Council of Ministers. 

The Economy 
Under the South African division of land in Namibia, the “white areas” cover nearly 

two-thirds of the territory and contain almost all of Namibia’s known mineral deposits, 
diamond reserves and the majority of the active agricultural and fishii sectors. Namibia’s 
economy, therefore, is characterized by an extremely wealthy white-owned sector that 
controls all the territory’s most valuable natural resources, as contrasted with a separate 
subsistence economy in the black “homelands.” This unequal system provides a con- 
stant supply of black workers from the “homelands” who, in order to survive, must 
seek an income in the white economy (in the mines, on the farms or as domestics) to 
supplement what is raised in subsistence farming. Based on 1977 estimates, the average 
income for whites was $3,O@J per year, while the average for blacks was $125.” Roughly 
half of the black labor force (250,000) engages in subsistence agriculture with incomes 
around $30 per year.‘” Of the rest, 75,000 domestic workers earn between $125 and 
$200 per year; 50,000 laborers on white farms and ranches earn $250 to $400 per year. 
Only miners’ incomes, at $1,500 annually, approach half of the average white annual 
per capita income.lP While black contract labor has created Namibia’s wealth and major 
industries, black workers and communitieswhere they live receive few of the benefits. 

Efforts to organize black workers in order to achieve greater work force equity 
and much-needed benefits were blocked outright until 1978. Since then, such efforts 
have been hampered by continued government restrictions on union activities. New 
legislation now permits trade unions to be organized, but this legislation is largely il- 
lusory. No unions with strong shop-floor organization have been permitted. The statutory 
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registration requirements are intended to place unions under strict government control. 
The National Union of Namibia Workers, a countrywide union organization affiliated 
with SWAPO, is debarred from registration and official recognitionfO Unions are not 
allowed to engage in political activity and most African workers (those employed in 
the agricultural and domestic sectors) are without any form of union protection. 

It is estimated that one-third to one-half of Namibia’s Gross National Product (GNP) 
is taken each year by outside interests. I* The major sectors of the economy, mining 
and fishing, are dominated by overseas multinational corporations. About 90 percent 
of the mining industry production is controlled by two companies, Consolidated Dia- 
mond Mines and Tsumeb Corporation. 22 Tsumeb is controlled by two U.S. companies: 
American Metal Climax (AMAX) and the Newmont Mining Corporation. The large 
scale exploitation of Namibia’s uranium has recently become another major concern. 
This is concentrated in the Rossing Mine, the largest open cast uranium mine in the 
world, which is controlled by the Rio Tinto Zinc Corporation of Britain. All companies 
in Namibia operate in violation of UN Decree # 1. This decree prohibits exploitation 
of Namibian resources because of South Africa’s continued illegal rule. 

These economic and commercial relationships also have significance for South 
Africa. South Africa receives most of the taxes collected in Namibia and ‘corporate 
payments for mineral rights. The black population cannot, by law and by organization 
of the economy,,share in the revenues generated to either the public or private sectors. 
Clearly, despite the heavy costs of maintaining a military and governmental presence 
in the territory, Namibia provides a net cash flow to South Africa. This economic infu- 
sion results, in large measure, from the exploitative economic system imposed on Namibia 
by .Pretoria. 

Opposition and Collaboration: Political Parties in Namibia 
The long tradition of organised opposition to South African occupation was reflected 

anew in the 1940s and 1950s. Black leaders (notably the Herero and Nama chiefs), sup- 
ported by Namibian student gro,ups inside South Africa, repeatedly petitioned the UN 
for Namibia’s independence. However, the contract workers provided the most power- 
ful base for development of a popular national liberation movement. That movement 
began in Cape Town in 1957 with the formation of the Ovamboland Peoples Congress, 
renamed~the Ovamboland Peoples Organisation (OPO) a year later. The OPO was open 
to all Namibians. Its immediate aim was to protest against the conditions of contract 
workers~. The organization drew heavily on the support of contract laborers and was, 
in this manner, able to organize in almost all parts of Namibia. It also built support 
on the northern agricultural con&unities, largely through the strong organizing work 
of, Herman Toivo Ja Toivo, one of the founders. 

In December 1959, protesters against forced removals of Africans to a new ghetto 
in Windhoek were attacked by police, who killed 11 and wounded 54. Subsequently, 
most of the nationalist leaders were arrested, banned or restricted.” These events fostered 
a broader form of resistance against the South African occupation of Namibia and ex- 
ploitation of Namibian workers and resources. 

SWAP0 
On April 19, 1960, the OPO was reorganized as the South West Africa People’s 

Organisation. SWAPO’s stated objective is the complete liberation of the Naniibian 
people and their land from colonial oppression and exploitation. Under Sam Nujoma, 
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a railway worker who fled Namibia in 1960 to avoid arrest and detention, SWAP0 
has built external offices in Africa and Europe. 

Since its inception, SWAP0 has pursued its political objectives of national libera- 
tion for Namibia through negotiations, mass organization inside Namibia, and inter- 
national campaigns. The organisation had hoped that Namibia’s independence could 
be gained through peaceful means but was increasingly met with a violent response. 
At a national congress in Wmdhoek in 1961, SWAP0 resolved that political and military 
activity were complementary and should be pursued simultaneously.” 

Nevertheless SWAP0 continued for several years to pursue only peaceful means 
to achieve liberation. The military campaign was finally launched in August 1966, while 
the political leadership sought to negotiate and welcomed UN efforts to achieve a peaceful, 
settlement. 

The People’s Liberation Army of Namibia (PLAN), the military wing of SWAPO, 
is only one element of the broader political strategy the organization has pursued since 
1960. SWAP0 maintains informal study groups throughout Namibia while the Youth 
League, the Elders Council and the Women’s Council have engaged in public education 
and mobilisation campaigns. Though made illegal in 1981, public SWAP0 meetings 
are frequent in some areas. 

SWAP0 has never been formally banned by South Africa, but extensive arrests, 
detentions, imprisonment of leadership figures and repressive laws and proclamations 
have made open political activity increasingly difficult and dangerous. Though SWAPO’s 
Windhoek office is routinely raided and its workers detained, supporters inside Namibia 
continue many organizing activities, including some public rallies. 

SWAP0 has established itself as a national movement representing the Namibian 
people, not just the Ovambo tribe, as is often claimed by its opponents.‘” It has been 
noted by the International Defence and Aid Fund for Southern Africa that “Though 
Ovambos are among SWAPO’s most numerous supporters, they are also the largest 
group of the Namibian population (40 to 50 percent) and will, in any independent govem- 
merit, form a majority of voters and representatives.“” SWAPQ’s Executive Commit- 
tee also reflects the diversity of its national constituency. The SWAP0 permanent 
representative to the UN and leader of their negotiating team is not an Ovambo. 

The Organization of African Unity (OAU) recognized SWAP0 as the liberation 
movement of the Namibian people in 1965, and, in 1973 the UN General Assembly ac- 
cepted it as the authentic representative of the Namibian people. SWAP0 was granted 
full observer status in 1976.27 

,~, 

Material aid to SWAP0 comes from several organisations and countries. The OAU 
donates large amounts annually through its African Liberation Committee. Religious 
organizations, such as.the World Council of Churches (through its Programme to Combat 
Racism) and the Lutheran World Federation, provide money for educational and refugee 
relief work. Many African countries also provide bilateral aid, and some give sanc- 
tuary and provide facilities to Namibian refugees. The Eastem,bloc countries and the 
Soviet Union also provide bilateral material support to SWAPO, as do several Western 
European countries, Sweden foremost among them. In addition, in Western countries 
that do not provide aid, community organizations and coalitions have raised monies 
and materials for SWAPO’s refugee centers. 

Minor Parties 
There are more than 40 political parties in Namibia.” This large number reflects 

the racial and ethnic divisions fostered by South Africa, the inability of the parties to 



organ& nationally and the limited role allowed political parties in Namibia. These parties 
are confined to addressing only ethnic or local concerns, and are unable to alter the 
prevailing economic and political system imposed on the country. In contrast, it also 
reflects broad support for SWAP0 resulting from its 22 years of organiring efforts 
throughout the country and its development of a viable strategy to gain independence 
for Namibia through a national liberation movement. 

Of these minor parties, the principal African ones are the South West Africa Na- 
tional Union (SWANU), mainly supported by Hereros, and the SWAPO-Democrats, 
a small group that broke away from SWAP0 in 1978. 

By boycotting the South African-run elections in 1978, the majority of these minor 
parties sought to demonstrate their desire for genuine independence through interna- 
tionally supervised elections. 

White Political Parties, Alliances and Control 
The major white party in Namibia, the National Party, has close ideological and 

political ties with its counterpart, the ruling party in South Africa, and supports the 
same policies of separate development. Between 1950 and 1977, all the Namibia represen- 
tatives in the South African parliament were National Party members (white represen- 
tation from Namibia was abolished in 1977 as part of the internal settlement approach). 
In 1979 the party accused South Africa’s foreign minister of “surrendering the whites 
of the territory.“30 Simultaneo us y, 1 it withdrew from the National Assembly in Namibia 
to protest passage of the Abolishment of Racial Discrimination Act.” The Act, while 
unenforced, purported to change petty apartheid in Namibia. 

The National Party split in 1977 after Dirk Mudge, a prominent member of the 
white delegation to the Turnhalle Conference, made a bid for the leadership of the par- 
ty and was defeated. Mudge then created the all-white Republican Party to develop 
a political base among whites that supported his leadership of the dominant political 
alliance to emerge from the Turnhalle Conference, the Democratic Turnhalle Alliance 
(DTA) 

Political control inside Namibia today is held by white-dominated bodies and South 
African-appointed officials. These include the civil service and the Administrator General’s 
office, which both have direct links with South Africa, and the white political parties 
and white-dominated multi-racial alliances that are accommodating South Africa’s plans 
for Namibia’s future. The creation of a National Assembly, a Council of Ministers and 
regional “ethnic” governments inside Namibia did very little to alter the reality of South 
African political control over the territory. 

The civil service, staffed by 15,000 South Africans, is considered the mechanism 
for political control among whites in the territory. It is the chief source of constituent 
support for the National Party’s front alliance, formally known as the Action Front 
for the Retention of the Turnhalle Principles (AKTUR). AKTUR and its members have 
resisted even minor reforms to apartheid legislation in Namibia. In an effort to create 
the impression that South Africa is moving toward “self-government” in Namibia, the 
civil service has undergone some changes. Some of its functions will be carried out by 
an ostensibly “independent” Namibia” civil service in the future. This service will, 
however, remain under South African control through the Administrator General, the 
highest political authority inside Namibia. The enforcement of politically repressive 
legislation and proclamations is, of course, carried out by the police and South African 
military. 
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AKTUR was one of the two new multi-racial alliances that grew from the Turnhalle 
Constitutional Conference in 1977. The other is the DTA. The DTA was formed by 
Dirk Mudge as an alliance between his Republican Party and the majority of the black 
groups that had taken part in the conference (primarily Bantustan representatives and 
South African-endorsed leaders of ethnic groups whose traditional leaders refused to 
participate in the Turnhalle Conference). The DTA dominated the National Assembly 
and had hoped to see that body become the executive and legislative authority in Namibia. 
Though publi+supporting continued negotiations for a UN-led internationally accep- 
table settlement, the DTA increasingly had pressed for Spring 1983 elections as a predicate 
for independence, whether or not the UN or SWAP0 were involved. At a UN-sponsored 
“pre-hnplementation” conference of all parties in Geneva in January 1981, Mudge told 
the U.S. ambassador to the UN, Donald McHenry, that, “I am not going to agree to 
an election so long as I know I am going to lose.“31 The DTA receives considerable 
financial backing from South Africa and from groups in West Germany.3J Until he resign- 
ed in January 1983, Mudge headed the Namibian Council of Ministers, whose 11 other 
members also come from the DTA. 

South Africa’s decision to resume “direct rule” in Namibia simply removed the mask 
from South Africa’s absolute control in the territory. Mudge and the DTA may try to 
use the new situation to portray themselves as true opponents of Pretoria but observers 
from all sides are skeptical about the chances for success of such a ploy. 

AKTUR consists of the National Party and a few black representatives. The AKTUR 
alliance takes an even more extreme position, arguing that Namibia must retain an ethnic 
structure based on the homeland scheme. AKTUR proposes that homeland “govem- 
ments” participate only in a second tier of a white controlled Namibian government. 
It had opposed granting the National ,Assembly more power. AKTUR’s position on any 
proposed settlement is of considerable importance to the South African government. 
If AKTUR members feel betrayed in the final analysis, they could provoke strong in- 
ternal opposition to the South African government within the National Party (of South 
Africa) and possibly precipitate large-scale disaffection from the party. 

Other white political parties include the extreme right-wing Herstigte National Party 
and the Federal Party, which declares itself a non-racial political force in favor of na- 
tional reconciliation. 

The Church 
Along with the other popular forces working for the independence of Namibia, 

the Christian church also is now an outspoken critic of the South African occupation. 
Christian missionaries were among the first whites to establish contact with the 

indigenous people of Namibia in the mid-1800s. With the military defeat of African 
resistance to German colonial occupation, Christianity spread rapidly among all sec- 
tions of Namibian society and became the prevalent religion. This had a strong influence 
both on the early (non-violent) struggle for independence and on the later political stand 
of the church. 

In the 1940s and 1950s Namibian churches increasingly became autonomous from 
European-based missionary societies. During this period, church leaders and missionaries 
also were among those petitioning the UN Trusteeship Council and protesting South 
Africa’s occupation of Namibia. In 1973, the Evangelical Lutheran Church (with an almost 
entirely African membership of 193,000) and the Evangelical Lutheran Ovambokavango 
Church (with a mostly African membership of more than 316,OW) adopted a federal 
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church structure that represents more than a third of Namibia’s population. The Anglican 
Church’s 60,000 members and the Catholic Church’s lCO,OOO members also are mainly 
Africans. 

While individual clergy have opposed the oppression of black people in Namibia 
for years, the church as an institution clearly began to identify with the struggle for 
independence in the early 19705. In a letter to the South African Prime Minister in 1971, 
the Lutheran churches condemned the intimidation and humiliation of black Namibians 
and stressed the unity of the people as one nation. Since this open letter, the church 
has played an increasingly important role in focusing world attention on human rights 
violations in the country, providing internal opposition to mass detentions and torture, 
and in helping to shape international opinion generally. The Council of Churches of 
Namibia, formed in October 1978 and now composed of the Lutheran, Anglican, African 
Methodist Episcopal, Roman Catholic and Methodist churches, has helped to reveal 
the fraudulent nature of the internal settlement elections of 1978 and has stated its sup- 
port for a speedy implementation of an unchanged Resolution 435. Many clergy have 
been expelled from the territory because of their support for national independence, 
and a seminary as well as church printing presses and offices have been destroyed by 
bombs. 
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The War 
Extreme economic and political power disparities between blacks and whites in 

Namibia result from rule by coercion rather than by consent. Beginning with the Ger- 
man genocide campaign and continuing through South Africa’s repressivepolice state 
legislation and emergency measures, the system of exploitation in Namibia, during each 
period of its development, has ,been sustained by massive force. 

In 1966, SWAP0 launched its military effort to end South African control,in 
Namibia. This action was consistent with its 1961 decision, made at the National Con- 
gress, to pursue political and military efforts concurrently. 

In the early years of the war, the PLAN guerrillas faced serious supply shortage 
and communication problems. During that period, attacks were limited to the north: 
eastern parts of the territory nearest to SWAP0 bases in Zambia. 

The South African build-up of troops and bases in Namibia began slowly, after 
a nationwide series of strikes that swept Namibia in 1971-1972. Troops were used to 
break strike meetings and carry out mass arrests in 1972. In 1975, South Africa used 
Namibia to launch a massive invasion into Angola in an attempt to install Jonas Savimbi’s 
National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA) as the government in 
Luanda during the civil war that broke out following independence from Portugal that 
year. Despite the South African invasion and CIA support for its opponents, the Popular 
Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA) maintained power in the country and 
with the assistance of Cuban troops, invited to Angola by MPLA President Agostino 
Neto, the South African troops were defeated and forced to withdraw in March 1976. 
During the invasion, South Africa established several large bases on Namibian soil. After 
their retreat from Angola, the South African forces remained in Namibia. 

The independence of Angola in 1975, and South Africa’s defeat in 1976, allowed 
PLAN to escalate the armed resistance to South Africa’s occupation of Namibia and 
to create a new military zone inside the territory by using new bases in southern Angola. 
Each year since, PLAN has sharply increased the number of attacks, the level of penetra- 
tion (operating in central and southern Namibia was well) and the frequency of suc- 
cessful missions against South African military and economic targets.” Throughout, 
PLAN has appeared able to secure and to expand the support of the local people by 
employing strategies that avoid civilian casualties and respect mission property and 
personneLJ5 South Africa’s continued refusal to implement Resolution 435, the increased 
militarization of the country, and increased repression and human rights violations against 
the population have also served to broaden the support for SWAPO’s military cam- 
paign, including support from sectors of the population that were formerly opposed 
to the use of violent force to help achieve independence. 

South Africa has responded to the escalation of the war by further militarizing 
Namibia, attacking SWAPO’s civilian supporters and increasing the number of assaults 
on Angola. Troop escalation began in earnest following the South African defeat in 
Angola. From 1976 to 1979, the northern regions of Namibia became saturated with 
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new troops and heavy armor.‘~ From 1980 to the present, the South African strategy 
has focused on sustained attacks against Angola. These attacks are directed more and 
more against Angolan infrastructure, civilian and military targets. South African troop 
levels are estimated by most informed observers to have reached between 70,000 and 
100,000 in 1982. Forces have been concentrated, since June 1981, along and inside the 
Angolan border. 

South African use of UNITA insurgents and mercenary forces (especially former 
white Rhodesian forces) in southern Angola had, for a time, hidden the extent of South 
Africa’s war against Angola. The massive invasions of Angola in 1981 and 1982 
represented major developments in the war. Supported by constant air strikes, South 
African troops engaged Angolan army units up to 120 miles inside Angola. Wide media 
coverage only recently alerted Western readers that the Namibian war, had, by all ac- 
counts, become a war against Angola. However, this situation had prevailed for at least 
two ~years. 

South Africa began trying to “Namibianize” the war by recruiting several “ethnic” 
battalions of 600 soldiers each and by introducing conscription for all Namibians aged 
16-25 in January, 1981.” Pretoria hopes that this will foster the impression of an “in- 
dependent” South West Africa Defense Force, and lessen the number of whites from 
South Africa serving in Namibia. The conscription program has largely failed: within 
four months of its announcement, 8,000 young Namibians fled to join SWAPO. 

South Africa’s army of occupation intrudes upon every aspect of Namibian daily 
lie. In an attempt to lessen popular support for SWAP0 and to portray the South African 
Defense Force as the defenders of the Namibian people, South African soldiers have 
assumed numerous “civilian” roles, including acting as teachers, agricultural advisers 
and doctors. But the repressive role of the Security Forces remains painfully apparent. 
The General Secretary of the Lutheran World Ministries visited Namibia in 1979 and 
emphasized that “evidence of South African army brutality among all segments of the 
population is overwhelming, pervasive and capable of documentation.“38 In a report 
dated May 16, 1982, Bishop Kleopas Dumeni of the Evangelical Lutheran Ovam- 
bokavongo Church provides a detailed account of an assault by South African soldiers 
on the congregation at Elombe Parish during worship service. The service was inter- 
rupted and men were tortured and beaten. A British Council of Churches team visited 
Namibia in 1981 and released a report in 1982 detai!ing their investigative findings on 
charges of South African troop brutality and torture. The report indicates that the assault 
on Elombe Parish was not an isolated incident. 

As a result of the daily repression and harassment, thousands of Namibians have 
crossed the border to Angola or trawled to Zambia. From June 1978, when South Africa 
began registering voters for its own version of elections, refugees were crossing the borders 
at a rate of 550 a week.3P Out of a total population of about 1.5 million, more than 
70,ooO Namibians are in exile. 
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Toward A Settlement 
Since the official revocation of its mandate in 1966, South Africa has maintained 

control over Namibia in defiance of the people of Namibia, the United Nations, the 
International Court of Justice and world opinion. In that year, the United Nations was 
entrusted with the responsibility of defending the rights and interests of the territory 
and its people. Accordingly, in May 1967, the General Assembly established the UN 
Council for Namibia as the legal administering authority for Namibia. Though the council 
has been unable to play this role, it has performed several important functions. Through 
use of the United Nations Fund for Namibia, created in 1970 to finance its activities, 
the council has helped Namibian refugees, organized training programs for Namibians, 
issued travel documents and established an emergency program of economic and technical 
assistance to Namibia. In 1976, the UN Institute for Namibia-which provides civil service 
and administration training and conducts research into the economic and social prob- 
lems of reconstruction for an independent Namibia-was opened in Lusaka, Zambia. 
Yet, the UN has been unable to fulfil1 its chief responsibility for the territory: to apply 
the principle of self-determination to Namibia and to end South Africa’s illegal 
occupation. 

Over the years, the UN has tried, in various ways, to pressure South Africa into 
acceptance of a Namibian settlement. The most forceful proposals for pressure have 
been consistently blocked in the Security Council by the “triple veto” of Britain, France 
and the United States. In December 1973, after two years of fruitless effort, the UN 
discontinued its policy of “dialogue” with the South African government, intended to 
bring a settlement. During the fall of 1974, a resolution to expel South Africa from the 
United Nations received 10 votes in the Security Council (one more than enough for 
adoption) but was defeated by the triple veto. The following year, a draft resolution 
for a mandatory arms embargo against South Africa was blocked by the first triple veto 
cast on a specifically Namibian issue. In 1976, another sanctions resolution was vetoed 
by the “Western Big Three.“’ 

A confluence of military and political events in the mid-1970s caused Pretoria to 
reassess its position in Namibia. In response to continued international pressure and 
to new political and military realities of the region (largely due to the independence 
of Angola and Mozambique and the war in Rhodesia, now known as Zimbabwe), South 
Africa began to pursue a new strategy. 

Character&d as a “two-track strategy” by former US Ambassador to the UN Donald 
McHenry, this strategy allowed South Africa to appear responsive to international opin- 
ion by negotiating for an international settlement while, at the same time, pursuing an 
internal settlement. Initially, South Africa pursued only the internal settlement. But s&se- 
quent events have made it clear that this approach will only prolong the process for 
reaching a final settlement. Ambassador McHenry, the chief architect of United States’ 
Namibia policy under the Carter administration, has argued that South Africa viewed 
an international settlement as in its own interest, because only such a settlement was 
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likely to end the political dispute in the international arena, as well as end the war in 
Namibia itself.’ Yet, in four years, the Carter policy failed to gain South Africa’s ac- 
ceptance of a settlement. Arguably, obstructions to the application of international sanc- 
tions and lack of greater Western pressure only strengthened Pretoria’s resolve to wait 
for an intematiqnal settlement on its own terms. Failing to reach such a settlement, South 
Africa continued to pursue the internal settlement for which it had laid the foundations 
in the mid-1970s. 
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The Turnhalk Affair: 
Preparing for a Fait Accompli 

Nowhere were South Africa’s political intentions made more manifest than in the 
September, 1975 Tumhalle Constitutional Conference. The conference was convened 
at the Turnhalle building in Windhoek and was attended by representatives from 11 
separate “population groups” and a white delegation. South Africa claimed that the 
Conference was to be an open debate on all options for Namibia’s independence, but 
only delegations accepting the racial and ethnic divisions imposed by Pretoria and 
representing only one “population group” were allowed to attend. This precluded the 
involvement of SWAP0 and others who rejected racialism or tribalism as the basis for 
an acceptable national solution. 

The conference opened with a call for a government based on ethnic representa- 
tion at the tribal level, a controlling de facto white-dominated National government 
with veto power, Bantustan authorities in the rural areas and multiple ethnic enclaves 
in the urban areas.s The UN responded to the proceedings of the Tumhalle Conference 
in January 1976 with the unanimous adoption of Security Council Resolution 385, the 
basic resolution setting out the mechanism for achieving self-determination and in- 
dependence in Namibia. The resolution provided that: (1) South African officials must 
withdraw from Namibia immediately to be replaced by a temporary UN administra- 
tion; (2) pending its withdrawal, South Africa should dismantle the bantustans and im- 
plement human rights in Namibia (abolish discriminatory and repressive legislation, 
release political prisoners, etc.); and (3) there should be territory-wide, non-ethnic elec- 
tions, on a one-person-one-vote basis, to be held under “United Nations supervision 
and control” to elect a constituent assembly to draft a constitution for the territory.’ 

The TumhaIIe Conference (financed by South Africa) continued for hvo years. Dur- 
ing this period, hundreds of SWAP0 members and supporters were arrested and de- 
tained without trial in an effort to reinforce political repression and to isolate the broad 
opposition to the conference within Namibia. In March 1977, the conferees produced 
a draft constitution that provided for 11 ethnic governments, a 50-member National 
Assembly and a Council of Ministers (to consist of 11 ethnic representatives and a white 
representative who would become chairman). The Tumhalle group simultaneously~peti- 
tioned Pretoria to recognize an interim government in Namibia based on this 
“constitution.” 

The African states at the UN responded by discussing draft resolutions calling for 
a mandatory arms embargo and an end to all new loans and investment in South Africa.’ 
Seeking to avoid another embarrassing veto, the Western members of the Security Council 
at that time (United States, Britain, France, West Germany and Canada) joined to form 
the “Contact Group,” also called the Western Five, and offered to negotiate terms for 
Namibia’s independence on the basis of free nationwide elections under UN supervision. 
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The Western Initiative 
The Contact Group held four rounds of talks during the remainder of 1977, meeting 

separately with the South African government, SWAP0 and the Turnhalle represen- 
tatives As a result, the Western Five gained South Africa’s agreement to suspend plans 
for an interim government based on the Turnhalle “constitution” and drafted a plan 
for an internationally supervised settlement. South Africa, however, had taken two 
unilateral actions in Namibia, while the Contact Group was drafting its proposal, to 
strengthen its control in the territory and to increase it bargaining position in relation- 
ship to the Contact Group’s plan. The first action was the July appointment of a South 
African Administrator General to administer the territory until elections were held. The 
AG was given the power to legislate by proclamation for the country. The second ac- 
tion was the South African proclamation of August 1977, which transferred the ad- 
ministration of Walvis Bay (Namibia’s only deep sea port) to the Cape Province of South 
Africa, so that none of the provisions in the Contact Group’s proposals would apply 
to this important port. Administered as part of Namibia for 60 years, Walvis Bay is 
the home of the country’s fishing and fish processing industries, and railhead for the 
line that would, under stable political conditions, connect Botswana and even Zimbabwe 
with the Atlantic ocean. In September 1977, the South African-appointed Administrator 
General took office in Windhoek, and Pretoria abolished the provisions for Namibia’s 
six white members’ seats in the South African parliament. 

Though 1977 discussions conducted by the Contact Group were generally kept secret, 
they were reported to have gained the initial endorsements of the two principal con- 
testing parties (South Africa and SWAPO) on certain compromises. The major issues 
agreed upon in the negotiations that year were as follows: 

l The Turnhalle Conference would be disbanded. (It finally was dissolved in 
November 1977). 

l South Africa would hold elections on the basis of universal adult suffrage with 
the participation of all political parties. 

l An Administrator General would be installed in Namibia until independence. 
(This was an accommodation to what South Africa had already imposed.) 

l UN supervision and control would be established through a Special Represen- 
tative appointed by the UN Secretary General. 

l The Special Representative’s chief role would be to ensure that conditions were 
established allowing free and fair elections and an impartial electoral process. 

l The Administrator General would repeal all discriminatory and repressive 
legislation. 

l Law and order would remain the responsibility of South Africa.L 

After “proximity talks” with South Africa and SWAP0 between January and March 
1978, the Contact Group formally offered its “Proposal for Settlement in Namibia” on 
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April 10, 1978. In addition to the principal agreements reached earlier in the negotia- 
tions, the proposal contained provisions for the following: 

l The release and return to Namibia of all political prisoners. 
l The return of all Namibia” refugees. 
l A cease-fire and the restriction of South African and SWAP0 armed forces to 

bases. 
l Phased withdrawal from Namibia of all but 1,500 South African troops within 

12 weeks and prior to the start of the election campaign, with the remaining troops 
restricted to base. 

l Demobilization of citizen forces, commandos and ethnic forces and the dismantling 
of their command structures. 

l The peaceful return of SWAP0 personnel outside of Namibia through designated 
entry points to participate in the elections. 

l A United Nations Transitional Assistance Group (UNTAG) with military and 
civilian components to ensure the observance of the aforementioned provisions 
by all parties.? 

South Africa accepted the plan two weeks later, but expressed reservations over 
the issue of Walvis Bay. On May 4,1978, the South African army and air force attacked 
a SWAP0 refugee camp at Kassinga in Angola, killing nearly 700 people, mostly women 
and children, and injuring another 1,500.8 Many believed that this action was intended 
to prevent SWAP0 from accepting the settlement plan but on July 12, 1978, SWAP0 
accepted the plan. Later that month the UN Security Council adopted Resolution 432, 
insisting on the reintegration of W&is Bay with Namibia. 

On Aug. 20, 1978, UN Secretary General Kurt Waldheim issued a report on the 
implementation of the Western Plan. South Africa immediately used the publication 
of the Secretary General’s report to raise new objections. Pretoria objected to the size 
of the proposed UN military peacekeeping force of 7,500, the executive powers of the 
UN police and the date for the elections. SWAP0 accepted the Waldheim Report in 
general. On Sept. 28, 1978, South Africa announced that it would unilaterally hold 
elections in Namibia by the end of the year. On Sept. 29, 1978, the Security Council 
adopted Resolution 435 endorsing the Waldheim Report. The UN hoped to force South 
Africa to abandon its plan for ethnically based elections and to prove its commitment 
to hold free elections under UN supervision. In November, 1978, the Security Council 
adopted Resolution 439, declaring that any South African-controlled elections would 
be void and that any person or body elected or created as a result of such an election 
would not be recognired. 

Between 1978 and the present, South Africa has proved only its commitment to 
avoid the implementation of Resolution 435 at all costs while proceeding with its effort 
to impose an internal solution. Despite UN and Western Five efforts to accommodate 
South African criticism of the implementation plan embodied in Resolution 435, Pretoria 
insisted on holding its internal elections. South Africa justified these elections by assert- 
ing that they would not lead to independence, that it was still willing to cooperate in 
the implementation of the Western Plan, and that the elections should be regarded as 
an internal matter. The elections were held in Namibia in December 1978. South Africa 
utilired extreme military and employer intimidation of the populace in an effort to pro- 
duce a larger turnout than was likely because of the general boycott of the “elections.” 



The results were denounced as void by the UN, Namibian churches, SWAP0 and most 
of the minor parties in the country as well. The Constituent Assembly, formed after 
the elections, was transformed into a National Assembly in May 1979 by the Ad- 
ministrator General. The DTA held 41 of the 50 seats in the assembly, and Dirk Mudge 
became chairman of the 12-member Council of Ministers also established by the Ad- 
ministrator General. The Administrator General maintained overall power over the 
Minister’s Council, continued to make laws by proclamation and held a veto over any 
legislation drafted by the National Assembly. 

Yet, the failure of, the Wfstern,initiative in 1978 and the attempted internal solu- 
tion by South Africa still did not persuade the Contact Group to impose sanctions against 
South Africa. Critics argue that it was the Western Five’s refusal to seriously cohsider 
sanctions that emboldened South Africa in its delaying tactics. Leverage forsworn was 
leverage lost. 

Throughout 1979 and 1980, the Contact Group’s efforts to achieve an agreement 
on the implementation of Resolution 435 met with continual South African objections 
to certain parts of the UN plan. However, Resolution 435 represented a concession to 
South Africa by weakening most of the provisions of Security Council Resolution 385, 
the basic resolution on Namibia (adopted in January 1976) that established the mechanism 
for achieving self-determination and independence in the territory. While Resolution 
435 was characterized as being “in accordance with” Resolution 385, it was a signifi- 
cant departure in several important ways: (1) The South African occupation regime 
would remain in Namibia and administer it until independence instead of being required 
to withdraw before elections; (2) Pretoria would not be required to dismantle the Ban- 
tustans; (3) The election would be run by South African officials who would’choose 
the electoral system, register voters, provide ballot boxes and count the votes while 
the UN would be reduced to merely monitoring their conduct; and (4) The iemoval 
of Walvis Bay from Namibian jurisdiction was allowed, ihough the UN would seek 
its reintegration by supporting the “initiation of steps” to that end.9 

Nonetheless, South Africa demanded more concessions. Initially, Pretoria’s objec- 
tions focused on the presence of SWAP0 bases inside Namibia and the monitoring of 
SWAP0 bases in neighboring countries. A proposal for a 50-kilometer wide demilitarized 
zone (DMZ) along Namibia’s borders made by the late President Agostino Neto of Angola 
diminished that particular obstacle temporarily. South Africa then demanded that the 
“internal parties” in Namibia receive equal recognition and an active role in the negotia- 
tions. Next, South Africa demanded an end to all UN financial contributions to SWAP0 
and Namibia programs. Later, South Africa suggested that their secretly backed insurgents 
in Angola, UNITA, be included in the negotiation process. 

During this period of South African stalling tactics, the Carter administration and 
the other Contact Group members defended their opposition to sanctions against Pretoria 
by arguing that these objections of South Africa could be overcome through negotia- 
tions. However, it was usually SWAPO, and not South Africa, that made concessions 
on several of these issues, in hopes of actually moving forward on implementation. South 
Africa consistently found new issues to raise as obstacles to the settlement plan. To 
its credit, the Carter administration did maintain that Resolution 435 was the only accept- 
able formula for a settlement and refused to allow any further weakening of the im- 
plementation plan. 

In August 1980, South Africa indicated to the UN Secretary General that it had 
only two remaining major objections to implementation: the question of UN impar- 
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tiality toward SWAP0 and the alledged lack of consultation by the Contact Group 
with the “internal parties” in Namibia. The Contact Group proposed an all-parties “pre- 
implementation” conference in Geneva to resolve these two issues and to set a cease- 
fire date. The Geneva Conference marked the culmination of the Carter administration 
and Contact Group’s four-year effort to achieve Namibia’s independence. In Geneva, 
the Western Five had hoped to gain agreement on a cease-fire date and to begin im- 
plementation of Resolution 435. 

On January 5, 1981, the delegates assembled in Geneva for the opening of the con- 
ference. South Africa proceeded to use the conference as a propaganda platform for 
its various internal parties that formed its delegation (DTA, AKTUR, and a few other 
politically insignificant groups). In contrast, the SWAP0 delegation showed restraint 
and stated its willingness to sign an immediate cease-fire and to abide by Resolution 
435. After assailing what it alleged to be the partiality of the UN in favor of SWAPO, 
South Africa walked out, causing the collapse of the conference, and refused to sign 
even a declaration of intent. South Africa’s performance at Geneva was not surprising 
to many. Most observers had anticipated another dilatory tactic by Pretoria to slow 
the negotiations until the administration of U.S. President Ronald Reagan could take 
office in Washington. South Africa believed that the new U.S. administration would 
be more favorably disposed toward South African concerns in Namibia and that, in 
conjunction with a conservative government in Britain, a new U.S.-Britain alliance would 
mean new possibilities for policies of even greater accommodation within the Contact 
Group. 
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The Reagan Approach 
Even before the Reagan administration publicly declared its position on Namibia 

and South Africa, its principal objective to curtail expansion of the Soviet Union’s 
presence, influence and control of resources in regions of importance to Washington, 
such as southern Africa, was widely known. This view, coupled with several events 
in’eirly 1981, pOinted to the likelihood of a much more accommodating U.S. approach 
to South Africa. 

In a major television interview in early March 1981, President Reagan described 
South Africa as a “friendly country” and stressed that South Africa was “a country that 
strategically is essential to the free world in its production of minerals that we all must 
have.“10 Two weeks later, the U.S. ambassador to the UN, Jeane Kirkpatrick, along 
with National Security Council and Pentagon officials, met with five South African 
military officers, including Pretoria’s highest-ranking official in military intelligence. 
All these persons were in the U.S. illegally because the meetings constituted a violation 
of longstanding U.S. policy and of the UN mandatory arms embargo against South 
Africa. In March, the DTA leadership also visited Washington for talks with the ad- 
ministration: high level State Department officials met with the South African-backed 
leader of UNITA, Jonas Savimbi; and President Reagan asked Congress to repeal the 
Clark Amendment. The Clark Amendment, passed by Congress in January 1976, pro- 
hibited the flow of CIA funds and support to insurgents in Angola, and forbade U.S. 
sponsorship of paramilitary activities by anti-government insurgents such as UNITA. 

In April, 1981 the assistant secretary of state-designate for African Affairs, Chester 
Cracker, made a two-week trip to 12 African countries to discuss the Namibian negotia- 
tions. He refused to meet with SWAP0 leaders during the trip. During conversations 
with South African Foreign Minister Roelof “Pik” Botha and Defense Minister Magnus 
Malan in Pretoria, Cracker was informed that South Africa would not rule out an in- 
ternationally acceptable settlement, but that it could not live with a SWAP0 victory 
that left SWAP0 with unchecked power. I1 At this point, the U.S. began promoting 
the idea of drafting a constitution before elections. Such a constitution would be in- 
tended to guarantee white minority “rights” (encompassing land and property privileges) 
and to limit the authority and independence of a future Namibia” government. On April 
30, the U.S., France and Britain again cast a triple veto in the Security Council to defeat 
a resolution for sanctions against South Africa. The resolution had been introduced 
in response to the regime’s intransigence on Namibia. 

In early May 1981, the Contact Group members met in Rome and agreed that they 
should develop new proposals in several areas to move the settlement process forward. 
They also reconfirmed that Resolution 435 provided a solid basis for a settlement. This 
represented a compromise within the Contact Group. For while the United States’ com- 
mitment to Resolution 435 now seemed subordinate to combating “Soviet expansionism” 
in the region, and was conditioned on writing a constitution before elections (thereby 
undermining the essence of Resolution 435). the other members of the Contact Group 
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were unwilling to abandon or significantly alter Resolution 435. 
In mid-May, South African Foreign Minister Roelef Botha led a delegation to 

Washington for talks with ‘Secretary of State Alexander Haig and President Reagan. 
Thus, Botha became the first official from Africa to be received at the White House 
by the new administration. During this series of talks, the U.S. indicated to the South 
Africans that, “The political’relationship between the U.S. and South Africa has now 
arrived at a crossroads of perhaps historic,significance the pdssibility may exist 
for a more positive and reciprocal relationship between the two countries based upon 
shared strategic concerris in southern Africa.“” The United States cautioned, however, 
that the problem of Namibia; which complicates U.S. relations with Europe and Africa, 
was a primary obstacle to the development of a new relationship with South Africa. 
Further, it was stated that the United States was willing to work withSouth Africa toward 
an internationally acceptable settlement that would not harm Pretoria’s interests.” 

This policy of accommodation became known as “Constructive’Engagment.” Under 
this policy, the Reagan administration maintained that it ivould be far easier to influence 
South Africa to settle on Namibia and. to begin a process of change internally if the 
United,States built a closer friendship with the white minority regime than if the U.S. 
adopted a confrontational approach. Critics in Africa and elsetihere argued that this 
new U.S. policy was clearly racially and economically motivated and that it identified 
U.S. interests with those of white South Africa rather than with the legitimate aspira- 
tions of the 1.5 million people of Namibia whose land South Africa illegally occupied, 
or with the 22 million ruthlessly dominated black people inside South Africa. 

During the summer of 1981, the Organization of African Unity denounced the 
Reagan administration’s policy on Namibia, calling-the new U.S.-South Africa alliance 
an extremely dangerous development. The Contact Group continued to meet to discuss 
the “constitutional guarantees” approach: Canada and the European members of the 
Contact Group grew more irritated with U.S. attempts to undermine Resolution 435 
by proposing detailed constitutional arrangements as part of the ongoing negotiations. 
These arrangements were, in fact, the responsibility of the constituent assembly under 
provisions of Resolution 435. 

In August 1981, South Africa launched a massive invasion of Angola with 
widespread air and ground assaults. The international community condemned the in- 
vasion and called for the South Africans to withdraw. At.the same time, the United 
States cast the sole veto against a U.N. Security Council Resolution condemning the 
invasion. The Reagan administration issued a carefully worded statement blaming 
SWAP0 and the Angolan government for the South African raid. This was viewed 
by observers as further evidence of a growing de facto alliance between theUnited States 
and South Africa-in alliance euphemistically described as “constructive engagement.” 
Other evidence of growing rapprochement included: the enlarging of the U.S. .military 
attache in Pretoria and South Africa’s counterpart in Washington, allowing South Africa 
to establish more honoraiy consulates in the United States;changing export controls 
to permit sales to the South African military and police (later to be relaxed even fur- 
ther), training South African Coast Guard personnel, and training South African nuclear 
technicians at U.S. government facilities.‘” 

Finally, in October 1981, the Contact Group traveled to Africa and presented con- 
stitutional proposals and a “non-paper” on a proposed non-aggression treaty to South 
Africa, the internal parties, SWAP0 and the Frontline African States. The proposals 
addressed three areas: the make-up of the constituent assembly, principles designed to 
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guarantee the rights of the white minority, and the distribution of power among the 
various branches of a future Namibia” government. 

SWAP0 and the Frontline States (Angola, Botswana, Mozambique, Tanzania, Zam- 
bia and Zimbabwe) responded by indicating their objections to the idea of amending 
Resolution 435 in such a manner as to set forth specific items~to be included in a con- 
stitution. They argued that the proposals would pre-empt the work of the constituent 
assembly, but refrained from rejecting them as guidelines. In their official response, the 
Frontline States and SWAP0 amended the first section dealing with the constituent 
assembly by deleting provisions that would, entrench racial and ethnic division in 
Namibia. Their response reiterated the electoral provision of Resolution 435 and reaf- 
firmed the authority of the constituent assembly to determine the governmental struc- 
ture of a future independent Nami,bia. No official response was made to the non-paper 
on a non-aggression treaty between Namibia and South Africa. It was dismissed as a 
poorly disguised attempt to circumscribe the military and security prerogatives of Namibia 
before independence was even granted. 

At the time these first Contact Group proposals were offered, a timetable was also 
established for completing the negotiations and moving toward implementation of Resolu- 
tion 435. The comprehensive offering, essentially the program of the U.S., was a three- 
phase approach. The constitutional proposals and the electoral system constituted Phase 
I. Phase II would require the negotiation of issues directly related to the implementa- 
tion process, such as the question of UN impartiality, the make-up of the UN Transi- 
tion Assistance Group, and monitoring of the armed forces of the contesting sides dur- 
ing implementation and elections. Phase Ill consisted of the actual implementation of 
Resolution 435. The timetable put forward assured that Phase I would be completed 
no later than March 1982, with Phase 11 taking only a short time and implementation 
and possibly elections taking place before the end of 1982. 

In December 1981, the Contact Group presented its revised proposal, which incor- 
porated Frontline States/SWAP0 amendments. The group simultaneously offered an 
electoral,system, however, that raised further objections. The group proposed a mixed 
electoral system, with half the members of the constituent assembly to be elected on 
a national basis by proportional representation and half on the basis of single-member 
constituencies. The ,Frontline States and SWAP0 found this ,unacceptable because it 
was unnecessarily complicated and likely to cause confusion among a largely illiterate 
populace that had never before been given an opportunity to participate in free and 
fair elections. They maintained that the elections should either be based on proportional 
representation or single-member constituencies. Choosing one, they believed, would 
be practical and easy to administer, ensuring a genuine representation of all the people 
of Namibia. South Africa, on the other hand, accepted the mixed system and later in- 
sisted on it. 

For the first six months ofi1982; well past the stated cut-off date for Phase 1 negotia- 
tions, the electoral system continued to be a sticking point. SWAP0 and the Frontline 
States argued that the mixed electoral system proposed had created confusion. They 
also asserted that they, were being unfairly accused of stalling, while South Africa used 
the proposal to claim a willingness to settle. Never, during that period, did the Contact 
Group take SWAPO’s preference for proportional representation to the South Africans 
for consideration,. 

This underscored the “uneven diplomacy” of the Contact Group, as criticized in- 
creasingly by the Africans. The United States, as the group’s leading member, was par- 

I’ 
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titularly cited. Between January and August of 1981, the Contact Group had not con- 
tacted the Frontline States’ ambassadors and SWAP0 representatives at the UN, all 
of whom had been the chief negotiators since 1978. Nor-had there been any contact 
with the Council for Namibia, the legal authority over the territory. The prevailing 
UN view was that the Contact Group had taken the whole Namibia settlement ques- 
tion outside the authority of the UN since 1978. Moreover, the advent of the Reagan 
administration caused the process to become a bilateral affair between the U.S. and 
South Africa, with comments solicited from SWAP0 and the Frontline,:States occa- 
sionally. These criticisms also resulted from procedures the Contact Group had followed 
since early 1981. For example, private U.S.-South Africa bilateral discussions would 
precede each,Contact Group consultation. These consultations would then be followed 
by talks with the Frontline States and SWAPO, though sometimes SWAP0 would be 
excluded altogether, as during the first Seven months of 1981. 
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The CoIlapse Of The Negotiations 
Suddenly, in early June 1982, the State Department announced that significant prog- 

ress had been made in the negotiations and that there was now a basis for optimism 
that elections could be held in March or April of 1983. This target deadline required 
that all remaining unresolved issues be settled by the end of the summer in 1982 so that 
the seven-month implementation process leading up to the election could begin in 
September. 

In a document titled Informal Summary of Points Presented by Contact Croup- 
June 1982, the Western Five set forth their claims to progress and an outline for a rapid 
completion of the negotiations. The document stated that all Phase I issues had been 
settled with the exception of the choice of the electoral system to be used. The basis 
for the U.S. optimism at the time rested on an agreement to proceed to Phase II issues 
by setting aside the electoral question for the time being. The State Department also 
was encouraged by what it considered a favorable South African disposition toward 
Phase II as well as an eagerness to move toward elections as soon as possible. 

It was hoped that the Phase II talks could be completed in a matter of weeks. The 
South Africans publicly set August X,1982, as a date for a cease-fire. The U.S. described 
August 15, 1982, as a target date for concluding the negotiations. The Phase II issues 
included the size and make-up of the military component of IJNTAG and the South 
African’s posed question of assuring UN impartiality in its supervisory role in Namibia. 
The issue of deployment levels was linked closely to a third issue of monitoring of the 
SWAP0 forces. If an agreement could be reached on the monitoring of SWAP0 bases 
in Angola and Zambia, the provisions for a demilitarized zone could be eliminated, 
thus facilitating a reduction in UNTAG force levels. 

Though August 15 passed without a conclusion of the negotiations, there seemed 
to be general agreement on most Phase 11 questions. The size and make-up of UNTAG 
was nearly completed, with four of the seven nations to participate in the military com- 
ponent already named and an upper limit of 7,500 troops confirmed. SWAP0 appeared 
to have accepted UNTAG monitoring in Angola and Zambia, and the impartiality issue 
had been resolved through language in the draft reports to the Security Council from 
the secretary general and the Contact Group reaffirming a neutral UN role. 

While Phase II appeared near completion, the State Department’s optimism con- 
tinued to be criticized by the Frontline States and SWAPO. They consistently ques- 
tioned South Africa’s willingness to allow elections to be held in Namibia in the foreseeable 
future. They also pointed out that Phase I had not been completed and further argued 
that the purported agreement on constitutional principles reached earlier in the year 
had been misrepresented by the Contact Group to the Security Council. The Contact 
Group asked the Security Council to circulate a document that ostensibly represented 
the agreed-upon constitutional principles. According to SWAPO, the document did not 
reflect the final agreement reached. The document omitted three important revisions 
related to the relationship between the three branches of government that were to be 
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defined by the Constituent Assembly, the restructuring of the Public, Police and Defense 
services and the establishment of local councils or regional administration only by an 
act of parliament. SWAP0 and the Frontline States have not, at this writing, however, 
objected formally to the document or sought amendments. 

For all practical purposes, the formal negotiations were said to be finished, aside 
from certain details being worked out by the UN Secretariat. All that remained was 
for the South Africans to choose between the two electoral systems. The Contact Group 
already had prepared a draft letter calling on the Security Council “to set in motion 
the implementation of Resolution 435.” Yet, the letter, which had stated that “agree- 
ment has been reached among all the parties concerned’ to begin implementation, was 
not delivered. Its conveyance became bogged down in the wash of a U.S. concern about 
the 15,000 to 20,000 Cuban troops in Angola. 

In a news release dated June 21, 1982, South African Prime Minister Pieter Botha 
had stated that, “I have said that we cannot enter into the third phase (actual implemen:’ 
tation) of the agreement with the Western Five unless the Cubans are withdrawn from 
Angola. I stand by this statement.” 

The matter of Cuban troops in Angola had been raised earlier by the Reagan ad- 
ministration in an attempt to link the issue to a Namibian settlement. Cuban withdrawal 
from Angola has been one of the primary U.S. objectives in the region-an objective 
the South Africans have embraced as the most recent in a long list of objections to im- 
plementation. This issue, however, is neither part of Resolution 435 nor is it within 
the mandate of the Contact Group in negotiating the UN settlement plan. The United 
States remains the only Contact Group member that has been attempting to make it 
a part of the settlement. 

The Angolans have stated consistently that the Cubans would be withdrawn once 
Namibia was independent and the South African threat was removed. On Feb. 4,1982, 
Angola and Cuba issued a joint communique that stated that they were both ready to 
resume repatriation of Cuban troops as soon as South Africa withdrew its troops from 
Namibia. The statement recalled that the Cubans were first invited to Angola by the 
late President Neto in October 1975, after South African troops and mercenaries in- 
vaded Angola (with the collaboration of the CIA) and encircled the Angolan capital. 
A major criticism of the United States’ southern Africa policy has been that the Reagan 
administration has failed to differentiate between the legality of the Cuban presence 
in Angola and the illegality of the South African presence in Namibia. Critics add that 
the United States has not been sensitive to Angola’s security problems caused by South 
Africa. 

Underscoring Angola’s security assistance needs was the third massive invasion, 
in August 1982, deep into Angolan territory by the South African forces and the con- 
tinued occupation of parts of southern Angola by South Africa. This invasion fueled 
charges of U.S. duplicity, for while the United States was involved in on-going bilateral 
talks with Angola, principally regarding the Cuban troops, the United States had ad- 
vance knowledge of South African plans for a major assault on Angola. South Africa’s 
military aggression against Angola discredited its own claims that it was seeking a cease- 
fire. The escalation of its military presence inside Namibia also undermined U.S. 
diplomacy, which rested on the assumption that,South Africa saw a Namibian settle- 
ment as desirable and in its own self-interest. 

All the statements regarding progress in Phase I or Phase II of the talks diminished 
in significance when viewed against the intransigent position of Pretoria and Washington 
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regarding their demand for an immediate Cuban withdrawal. During the summer of 
1982, South African officials in Washington frankly stated that they could be flexible 
on several issues because the United States had given them an assurance that the Cuban 
issues would be resolved if Namibia was to gain its independence. 

The administration used its stepped-up bilateral talks with the Angolan govern- 
ment to assert that there was flexibility on both sides. U.S. officials have stated that 
“parallel” withdrawal of South African troops from Namibia with Cuban troops from 
Angola has been discussed and that the talks would continue. However, at the begin- 
ning of October 1982, the bilateral talks were characterized as being at their lowest ebb 
and a meeting between Angolan Foreign Minister Paula Jorge and U.S. Secretary of 
State George Shultz on Oct. 5, 1982, failed to produce any new momentum. In early 
October 1982, Frank Wisner, deputy assistant secretary of state for Africa, visited Luanda 
but was unable to meet with Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos Santos, who met with 
him on three previous visits. The talks were said to be deteriorating because of the U.S. 
insistence~on a Cuban withdrawal and Angolan skepticism that the United States could 
guarantee against South African attacks once the Cubans were gone. 

There are, of course, great pressures on Angola to agree to one of the Cuban troop 
withdrawal plans. Angola, more than any other neighboring country, has suffered most 
,during the Namibia conflict because of its unwavering support for SWAPO. Since its 
independence in 1975, Angola has not been able to rebuild its economy largely because 
of South African attacks and destabilization attempts aimed at bringing down the govem- 
ment. At a time when economic conditions inside Angola are deteriorating, the United 
States has held out the promise of diplomatic recognition and bilateral economic assistance 
should the Cubans be withdrawn. But the U.S. has not provided the needed security 
guarantees. 

Most observers now believe that American officials were being deliberately 
misleading with their sudden expressions of optimism. The statements have been critic&d 
as an attempt to portray Angola as the uncompromising party and obstacle to in- 
dependence. Observers argue that the joint U.S.-South African demand for a Cuban 
withdrawal is being used by South Africa to thwart implementation of the independence 
plan. Washington and Pretoria now place the responsibility for the failure on Luanda, 
while seeking to legitimize the Squth African occupation of southern Angola. 

Other observers argue that the Cuban issue could be resolved by bringing greater 
pressure to bear on Angola and by giving other security assurances to South Africa 
regarding regional stability aftei Namibia’s independence. In late September and early 
October 1982, CIA Director William Casey traveled to South Africa and held talks with 
the prime minister, the foreign minister, defense minister and the chief of military in- 
telligence. The talks reportedly were intended to assess South Africa’s stated security 
needs and to offer possible American responses or guarantees for those needs. Absent 
has been any consideration of Angola’s legitimate security needs, contrasted with the 
illegality of South Africa’s presence in Namibia and the illegitimacy of the Pretoria regime 
itself. Also ignored have been the general constraints on Angola in agreeing to this U.S.- 
South African demand, which infringes on Angolan sovereignty. With a marked in- 
crease in South Africa’s armed attacks on Lesotho, Mozambique and Zimbabwe as well 
as Angola, security considerations facing the Angolan government remain severe. 

Yet, South Africa’s commitment to proceed with elections was not seriously 
demonstrated, and many observers believe that Pretoria has no such intentions whether 
or not the Cubans were withdiawn. It is often overlooked that for Pretoria, B Namibia 
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settlement has always posed two questions that have yet to be answered: Can the Na- 
tional Party government risk the domestic costs of a SWAP0 victory in elections in 
Namibia7 Do South Africa’s military strategists believe they can better defend the white 
minority’s .rule in South Africa by conceding the war in Namibia and :Angola?’ The 
available evidence suggests that neither the government nor the military believes that 
now is the time to settle on Namibia. 

Using the American insistence on a Cuban withdrawal from Angolai South Africa 
now is able to block the settlement attempts by continuing to attack Angola. thereby 
assuring a continued Cuban presence. The Reagan administration, which initially 
prescribed a Namibia settlement as the necessary vehicle for closer U.S.-South Africa 
relations, now describes the South Africans as compromising and the .Angolans as un- 
compromising. This characterization also masks an attempt to justify proceeding with 
the strengthening of bilateral ties with Pretoria though no settlement has been reached. 

The failure of the,negotiations is, most important, a tragedy for Namibia and its 
people. The destruction of life that will occur between now and the day of Namibia’s 
independence will no doubt be viewed as the result of the Contact Group’s failure to 
begin the implementation of Resolution 435 in 1982. Undoubtedly, the U.S. will be 
charged with the largest measure of responsibility. 
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Conclusion 
“Our view is that South Africa is under no early military pressure to leave 

Namibia. The decision belongs to [the] South African Government, and ways 
must be found to address its concerns. [The] United States Government assumes 
Soviet-Cuban presence is one of those concerns, and we are exploring ways 
to remoue it in context of a Namibia settlement. ” 

-Chester Cracker 
Assistant Secretary of State 

for African Affairs 
Pretoria, April 1981 
Memorandum of Conversation 

South Africa is spending nearly $600 million a year on the war in Namibia. Reported- 
ly, expenditures will be increased to $1 billion for 1983. Formerly, it was argued that 
the war also was costing South Africa the possibility of a closer relationship with the 
United States. This view can no longer be advanced because of this high level of renewed 
U.S.-South Africa bilateral ties, despite the failure of the Namibia negotiations. 

The basis for the Reagan administration’s “constructive engagement: policy toward 
South Africa has been its perception of “shared strategic concerns” in the region be- 
tween Washington and Pretoria. It was also founded on the belief that is easier to in- 
fluence nations with which American maintains good relations and on the assumption 
that South Africa would acquiesce on Namibia” independence as a result of this new 
relationship. 

However, South Africa’s foreign minister told a visiting U.S. Congressional delega- 
tion in August 1981 that South Africa was not likely to be wooed into accelerating the 
pace of a Namibia settlement because of the new U.S. policies. The foreign minister 
said that South Africa was not impressed that the United States had permitted South 
African Coast Guard personnel to be trained the U.S., upgraded the level of military 
representation in Pretoria and allowed the South African government to establish several 
honorary consulates in the United States. In essence, the Foreign Minister was explain- 
ing how keenly aware Pretoria is of Washington’s limitations. He argued that these ac- 
tions were motivated by a certain view of U.S. self-interest and were not concessions 
to South Africa. He also made clear that his government knows that anything the Reagan 
administration might do that is not grounded in specific legislation could be undone 
within days or weeks after a new administration assumed office.‘5 

If the Reagan administration genuinely believes that a friendly approach toward 
South Africa can affect South Africa’s withdrawal from Namibia, then the degree of 
naivete demonstrated by this policy is a serious cause for concern. 

Another possible explanation for the United States’ misleading sense of optimism 
regarding South Africa’s intentions to settle the conflict was offered by former U.S. 
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Ambassador to the UN Donald McHenry. Ambassador McHenry pointed out the 
significance of the numerous turnovers of the Western Five’s foreign ministers during 
the past five years of negotiations while South Africa’s principal negotiators have re- 
mained the same. McHenry said, “The South Africans have a very distinct advantage 
in these negotiations. They have an institutional memory. They know what tricks, 
or what paths, or what options have already been played, how long ago they have been 
played, and they have the advantage of knowing that their colleagues across the table 
do not have this knowledge.“‘6 

Other observers argued that it was a miscalculation of domestic policy factors in 
Angola and South Africa that allowed the U.S. to suggest that there were enough benefits 
to be gained for all the participants by a Namibia settlement to encourage optimism. 

On the question of the U.S.-South African demand for a withdrawal of the Cuban 
troops from Angola, many observers and participants believed that the United States 
thought it could pressure the Angolan government to send the Cubans home through 
a well-crafted combination of threats and economic incentives. Facing both extreme securi- 
ty problems and dire economic conditions, the Luanda government initially welcomed 
the bilateral talks with Washington. But, as it became clear that the U.S. sought to in- 
trude on what Angola considered an internal prerogative, the talks quickly chilled. 

There exist general theories about why the State Department had taken an optimistic 
view regarding the possibility of an early settlement and elections in Namibia. The prevail- 
ing theory, however, suggests that for the United States the issue was not Namibia’s 
independence at all, but rather East-West rivalry and the maintenance of South African 
stability and dominance in the region. 

“Constructive Engagement” must then be viewed as the diplomatic curtain behind 
which the United States can help Pretoria provide for its long-term security and main- 
tain the status quo. It is a way of deflecting international criticism of U.S. support for 
South Africa. In the case of the Namibia talks, the belief is that if the Angolan govern- 
ment can be blamed for the failure of the negotiations, both international criticism and 
the issue itself can be diffused. 

In the final analysis, the Reagan administration’s perception of South Africa-as 
a bulwark against communism, reliable producer of strategic minerals required by the 
U.S., protector of the Cape sea lanes, and the center of a free enterprise system encom- 
passing the southern region of the continent in a constellation of dependent states- 
will lead toward counter-productive results. Such perceptions as underpinning for policy 
will only make U.S. interests in the region hostage to an increasingly unstable and 
repressive regime, and will alienate the United States government from the majority 
of the nations of the world. 

lf the United States continues to be a part of the South African strategy on Namibia, 
Washington will almost certainly lose all credibility with the nations of Africa as well 
as with the other members of the Western Contact Group who will seek to distance 
themselves from the U.S. to reduce their own losses in Africa. France already has become 
critical of the American insistence on linking the Cuban issue to a Namibian settlement. 
This loss of stature is likely to lessen the prospects for preventing an escalation of regional 
conflict in southern Africa and will make U.S. participation in conflict resolution in 
the region in the future undesirable to the Africans in the region and to other parties 
that seek a speedy resolution to the region’s problems, 

During the tenure of the Western-led negotiations on Namibia, the Contact Group 
has never threatened to impose rigorous economic sanctions against South Africa. The 
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lack of such pressure has likely contributed significantly to South Africa’s intransigence. 
This opposition to sanctions against South Africa, on the part of the U.S. was seen 
to be invidious and hypocritical during a recent debate on the application of rigorous 
sanctions against Poland. 

With the collapse of the negotiations, no consideration should be given to any alter- 
native settlement plans such as an externally drafted constitution proposed earlier by 
the United States. UN Security Council Resolution 435 continues to provide a viable 
and internationally acceptable settlement plan. Achievement of Namibia’s independence 
based on the implementation of this plan is, in its entirety, in the best interests of legitimate 
United States interests in the region. 

Since South Africa’s only retiaining objection to beginning the implementation is 
the issue of Cubans in Angola, the United States must refuse to legitimize this objection 
and must withdraw its demand that the Cubans leave Angola as a part of the Namibia 
settlement. This is the only sensible course, particularly when there is every reason to 
believe that the Angolans will themselves initiate the withdrawal of Cuban troops when 
Namibia is independent and when the South African threat to Luanda is removed. 

Once the U.S. removes this cover for South Africa’s intransigence, Pretoria will 
be given an oppottunity to Fulfil1 its stated commitment to allow free elections in Namibia. 
Failing to do so, the United States should move to a firmer negotiating position by begin- 
ning a withdrawal of those “carrots” given South Africa in the spirit of “Constructive 
Engagement” (i.e, downgrade South Africa’s military attache in Washington, reduce 
the number of South Africa’s honorary consulates in the U.S., reimpose the foreign 
policy export controls that were lifted in June 1981 and February 1982 against South 
Africa’s military and police, cease training of the South African coast guard and nuclear 
technicians, etc.). 

Finally, should South Africa ignore even these serious signals, the United States 
should initiate consultations with its western allies on the application of multilateral 
sanctions against South Africa, including the consideration of adopting Chapter VII 
sanctions under the Charter of the United Nations. 

A peacefully negotiated settlement, just months ago said to be near at hand, is rapidly 
sliding toward an escalation of the protracted and humanly costly military struggle. 
An administration that is disinclined to pressure the South Africans to accept an in- 
dependent Namibia resulting from the implementation of Resolution 435 is likely to 
ensure that chances for a peaceful solution will be lost. Real commitment is absolutely 
necessary for the successful resolution of any international conflict. The United States 
must prove its commitment and demonstrate that a resolution of the Namibia conflict 
does not require an end to the reliance on U.S. leadership in the negotiation process. 
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APPENDIX I 

RESOLUTION 385 W’76) 
ADOPTED BY THE SECURITY COUNCIL AT ITS l&SOTH MEETING ON 30 JANUARY 1976 

The Security Council. 
Having heard the statement of the President of the 

United Nations Council for Namibia,” 
Hauing conridered the statement by Mr. Moses M. 

Garoeb, Administrative Secretaly of the South West 
Africa People’r Organization. x’ 

Recalling General Assembly rewlution 2145 (XXI) of 
27 October ,966, by which the Assembly terminated 
South Africa’s Mandate over the T&tory of Namibia. 
and resolution 2248 (S-V) of 19 May 1967. by which it 
establirhed a United Nations Council for Namibia, as well 
as all other rubsequent rcrolutionr on Namibia, in par- 
tiwkr redution 3295 (XXIX) of 13 December ,974 and 
re~dution 3399 (XXX) of 26 November 1975, 

Retailing its resolutions 245 (19611) of 25 January and 
246 (1968, of I4 March 1968,264 (1969) of 20 March and 
269 (1969, ot 12 August 1969, 276 (1970) of 30 January, 
2.92 (19701 of 23 July, 283 (1970) and 284 (1970) of 29 Jw 
ly 1970, 300 (1971) of 12 October and 301 0971) of 20 
October 1971, 310 (1972, of 4 February 1972 and 366 
(1974, of 17 December 1974, 

Recalling the advisory opinion of !he International 
Court of Justice of 21 June 1971” that South Africa is 
under obligation to withdraw its presence from the 
Territor)~, 

baffirming the legal responsibility of the United Na- 
tions over Namibia. 

Concerned at South Africa’s continued illegal occupa. 
tion of Namibia and its persistent refusal to comply with 
the reol~tions and de&ions of the General Assembly and 
the Security Council. as well PI with the advisory opin- 
ion of the International Court of ,urtice. 

Graudy concmwdat South Africa’s brutal repression 
of the Namibian people and its persistent violation of their 
human rights. as well as its efforts to destroy the national 
unity and territorial integrity of Namibia. and its ag- 
gressive military build-up in the area, 

Strongly deploring the militarization of Namibia by the 
illegal occupation regime of South Africa, 

1. Condemns the continued illegal occupation of the 
Territory of Namibia by South Africa: 

2. Condemnr the illegal and arbitrary application by 
South Africa of racially discriminatory and reprerrive 
kws and practices in Namibia; 

3. Condemnr the South African military build-up in 
Namibia and any utilization of the Territory as P base 
for attacks on nei&bouring countriw 

4. Demands that South Africa put an end forthwith 
to its policy of bantustans and the so-called homelands 
aimed at violating the national unity and the territorial 
integrity of Namibia: 

5. Fuurther condemns South Africa’s failure to com- 
ply with the terms of Security Council resolution 366 
(1974): 

6. Fwthsr condemns all attempts by South Africa 

calculated to evade the cl& drmand~& the &ted’& 
tions for the holding of free electionr under United Na- 
tions supervision and control in Namibia: 

7. Declarer that. in order that the people of Namibia 
may be enabled freely to determine:their own future, it 
is imperative that free elections under the supervision and 
control of the United Nations be held for the whole of 
Namibia as one political entity; 

8. Fwthn de&e. that, in dctcrmining the date. time- 
table and modalities for the elections in accordance with 
paragraph 7 above. there shall be adequate time, to be 
decided upon by the Srmrity Cmmcil. for the purpose 
of enabling the United Nations to strblish the necessaty 
machinery within Namibia to suprvisc and control such 
ekctions, as weWas to enable ,tbe people of Namibia to 
organise politically for the purpme of such elections: 

9. Demands that South Africa urgently make P 
solemn de&ration accepting the foregoing provision6 for 
the holding of free electiotu in Namibia under United Na- 
tions supervision and control. unu to comply with 
the reso,lutions and decisions of the United Nations and 
with the advisory opinion of the International Court of 
Justice of Zl June WI in regard to Namibia. and mcognlz- 
ing the territorial integrity and unity of Namibia as a 
“.tiO”: 

IO. Reiterates its demand that South Africa take the 
nece~ury steps to effect the withdrawal, in accordance 
with Security Council resolutions 264 (19691.269 (1969) 
and 366 (1974). of its illegal adminiwation maintained 
in Namibia and to transkr power to the people of 
Namibia with the assistance of the United Nations; 

11. Demlrnds again that South Africa. pending the 
transfer of power provided for in paragraph IO above: 

(a) Comply fully in spirit and in practice with the prc- 
visions of the Universal Declaration of Human Right- 

(b) Release all Namibian political prisoners. including 
all those imprisoned or detained h cotmcxion with of- 
fences under sealfed intemal security laws. whether such 
Namibianr have been charged or tried or are held without 
charge ad whether held in Namibia or South Africa; 

(cl Abolish the application in Namibia of all racially 
discriminatory and politically repressive law and prac- 
tices, particularly bantustans and hom&nds; 

(dJ Accord unconditionally to all Namibians current- 
ly in exile for political reaoony full facilities for return to 
their country without risk of arrwt. detention, intimida- 
tion or imprisonment; 

12. Decides lo remain seized of the matter and to meet 
on (II before 31 August 1976 for the purpose of review- 
ing South Africa’s compliance with the terms of the pres- 
ent resolution and, in the event of non-compliance by 
South Africa, for the purpose of considering the sppro- 
priate mea&ures to be taken under the Charter of the 
United Nations. 
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APPENDIX II 

LETTER DATED 10 APRIL 1978 FROM THE REPRESENTATIVES OF CANADA, FRANCE, GERMANY, FEDERAL 
REPUBLIC OF, THE UNlTED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND AND UNITED STATES 

OF AMERICA AL?DRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL. 

On instructions from ou, Governments we have the honour to trammit to you P proposal for the settlement of the 
Namibia” situation and to ,equest that it be circulated as a document of the Security Council. 

The objective of ou, proposal is the independence of Namibia in accordance with resolution 365 (1976). adopted 
unanimously bv the Securitv Council on 30 lanuatv 1976. We are continuing to work towards the implementation of 
the proposal 

(signed) 
WILLlAM H. BARTON 

M. JACQUES LEPRETTE 
Permanent Reprermt.,iue of France to the 

United Nationr 

RUDIGER VON WECHMAR 
Pemanenr Repmont.tiue of the Federal 
R~pubfic of Gmany to the United Naioion. 

Proposal for a settlement of the Namibia situation 

1. lntroducrion 

1. Bearing in mind their responsibilities as members 
of the Security Council of the United Nations. the Govem- 
merits of Canada. France. the Federal Republic of Ger- 
many. the United Kingdom and the United States have 
consulted with the va,ious parties involved with the 
Namibia” situation with a view to encouraging agmement 
on the transfer of authority in Namibia to an indepen- 
dent government in accordance with resolution 385 
(1976). adopted unanimoudy by the Security Council on 
30 ,anuary 1976. 

2. To this end. ou, Governments have drawn up P 
proposal for the settlement of the Namibia” question 
designed to bring about a transition to independence dur- 
ing ,978 within a framework acceptable to the people of 
Namibia and thus to the international community. While 
the proposal add,esvs itself to all elements of msolution 
u)5 (1976). the key to an internationally acceptable tran- 
sition to independence is free elections for the whole of 
Namibia as one political entity with an appropriate United 
Nations role in accordance with ,esoIution 365 (1976). 
A redution will be required in the Security Council ,e- 
questing the Secretary-General to appoint a United Na- 
tions S&al Representative whoso central task will be 
to make sure that conditions are established which will 
allow free and fair elections and an impartial electoml 
process. The Spe&l Repmsentative will be assisted by 
a United Nations Transition Assistance Group. 

3. The purpose of the electoml process is to elect 
representatives to a Namibia” Constituent Assembly 
which will draw up and adopt the Constitution far an 
independent and sovereign Namibia. Authority would 
then k arrumed during 1978 by the Government of 
Namibia. 

4. A more detailed description of the proposal is con- 
tained below. Our Governments believe that this p,opoml 
provides an effective baais for implementing mwlution 
385 (1976) whik taking adequate account of the interests 
of all pa,tis involved. In canying out his maponsibilities 
the Special Representative will work togethe, with the 
official appointed by South Africa (the Administrator 

JAMES MURRAY 
Deputy Pemanent Representative of the 
United Kingdom of Great Bn’tain rind 
Northern lrelmtd to the United N~,ioionr. 

Chargo d’Affairs. a.i. 

ANDREW YOUNG 
Pemonmt Reprermtdivr of the United 
Starer of America to the United Nations 

Genml) to ensue the o,dc,ly transition to indepati. 
This working arra~ment dull in no way constitute mc- 
ognition of the legality of the South African pmnce in 
and adminintrstion of Namibia. 

I,. The elecmrd proces 

5. In amortLne with security Cotmdl resolution 36.5 
(1976). fm elections will be held, for the whole of 
Namibia as one political entity. to enable the people of 
Namibia to f&y and fairly determine their own futwe. 
The elections till be under the supervision and control 
of the United Nations in that, as a condition to tht con- 
dua of tkelmoral p-, theelectioru themselves, and 
tk certification of their remIts. tk United Nations Specfal 
Repkaentstive will have to satisfy himself at each aty 
PI to the fairness and appropriatenea of all meawms af- 
fecting the political p-at all level6 of adminfstmtion 
befo,e such measu,es take effect. Moreover the Special 
Rep-ntrtive may himself make propaals in mgud to 
any aspect of the political process He till have at his 
disposal P substantial civilian section of the United Na- 
tions Transition Assistance Group. wfficient to atry out 
hir duties satisfactorily. He will mport to the Secrrtsry- 
General of the United Nations, keepfng him tnfotmed pnd 
making such mommendations a~ k cotwiden necunv 
with rrspct to the discharge of his mpoluibilitin. The 
Sewetaty-Gnenl, in sccwdance with the mandate en- 
trusted to him by the Secwity Council. till keep the 
Council informed. 

6. Elections will k held to select P Constituent 
Assembly which will adapt a Constitution for an in&pen- 
dent Namibia. The Constitution will determine the o,- 
gmlzation md pawn of all levelr of government. Evety 
adult Namibia” will be eligible. without disctimination 
o, fear of intlmidrticm from any sowce, to vote, cam- 
paign and stand for election to the Constituent Awmbly. 
Voting will be by secmt ballot, with provtsioioru made for 
thou who cannot mad o, tite. The date for the begin- 
ning of the electoral campaign, the date of l kctiow the 
electoral system. the pmpmtian of votem ,&. and othe, 
aspects of,electoral pmedwes will be promptly decided 
upon so as to give all political parties and internted pe,- 
sons. without mgud to the political views. a full and hi, 



opportunity to organire and participate in the electoral 
proms FUJI freedom of speech. assembly. movement and 
~‘9s~ shall be guaranteed. The official electoral campaign 
shall commence only after the United Nations Special 
Representative has satisfied himrlf as to the fairness and 
appropriateness of the electoral procedures. The imple- 
mentation of the electoral process, including the proper 
registration of voters and the proper and timely tab&-, 
tion and publication of voting rerults till also have to’ 
be conducted to the satisfa&on of the Special 
Repreuntative 

7. The following requirements will be fulfilled to the 
satisfaction of the United Nations Special’Representative 
in order to meet the objective of free and fair elections: 

8. A comprehensive cessation of 4 hostile acts shall . . . ~. . be oixerveo Dy at, partm in order to enSUre mat me e,ec- 
tom1 process will be free from interference and intimida- 
tion. The annex dercrtbes provisions for the implemen- 
tation of the cessation of all hostile acts. military ar- 
nngcmentr concerning the United Nations Transition 

Prior to the beginning of the electoral campaign, the 
Administrator General will repeal all remaining dis- 
criminatory or restrictive laws, regulations. or ad- 
ministrative measures which might abridge or inhibit 
that objective. 
The Administrator General shall~make arrangements 
for the release, prior to the beginning of the electoral 
campaign, of all Namibia” political prisoners or 
political detainee held by the South African author& 
ties 90 that they can participate fully and freely in that 
process. without risk of arrest, detmtion. intimida- 
tion or imprisonment. Any disputes concerning the 
release of political prisoners or political detainees shall 
be resolved to the satisfaction of the Sp&al Represen- 
tative acting on the independent advice of a ju,rist of 
international standing who shall be designated by the 
Secretary-General to be legal adviser.+ the Special 
Representative. 
All Namibia” refuges or Namibians detained o, other- 
wise outside the territory of Namibia will be permit- 
Ml to cetum pm&“y and Participate fully and freely 
in the electoral process without risk of arrest. dcten- 
tion. intimidation or imprisoonment. Suitable entv 
points will be designated for these purposes. 
The Special Representative with the assistance at the 
United Nations High Commissioner for Refuges and 
other appropriate intrmational bodies will ensue that 
Namibians remaining outside of Namibia are given a 
fm and voluntary choice whether to return. Provi- 
sion will be made to attest to the voluntary nature of 
de&ions made by Namibians who ekct not to return 
to Namibia. 
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Assistance Group. the withdrawal of South African 
forces, and arrangements with respect to other orgdnized 
forcer in Namibia. and. with rep&t to the forces of 
SWAPO. These provisions call for: 
a. A cessation of all hostile acts by all parties and the 

restriction of South African at,d SWAP0 amwd foxes 
to base. 

,b. Thereafter i phased withdrawal from Namibia of all 
but 1,500 South African troopswithin 12 we& and 
prtoior to the official~stwt of the~political campaign. The 
remaining South African force would be restricted to 
Grootfomein or Oshivello or both and would be with- 
drawn after the certification of the election. 

c. The demobilisation of the citizen force, commandos, 
and ethnic forces, and the dismantling of their corn. 
msnd ~tmctums. ,,, 

d. Provision will be made for SWAP0 personnel out- 
side of the territory to return peacefully to Namibia 
through designated entry points to participate freely 
in the political process 

e. A military wtion of the United Nations Transition 
Assistance Group to make sure that the provisions of 
the agreed solution will be observed by all parties. In 
establishing the military section of UNTAG, the 
Secretary-General will keep in mind functioml and 
logistical requirements. The Five Govemmmta, as 
members of the Security Council, will support the 
Secretary-Gcneril~s ju&ent in hir discharge of this 
responsibility. The Secretary-Getwral will. in the -- 
mal mama. include in his consultations all thm co”- 
caned with the implementation of the agreement. The 
Special Representative till be required to satisfy him- 
self as to the implementation of all these arrangeme* 
and will keep the Security-General informed of 
developments in this regard. 
9. Primary responsibility for maintaining law and 

order ii Namibia during the trmsition period shall rest 
with the exisfing police forcer. The Administrator Gncral 
to the satisfaction of tbx United Natiotionr Spezial Represew 
tative shall enwre the good conduct of the police forces 
and shall take the “wessxy action to etuure their mitabili- 
ty f-r continued employment during the tram&m pniod. 
The SpOaJ Rqmmhtive hII make arrangemmb whrn 
appropriate for United Nations personnel to accompany 
the police forces in the discbarge of th& duties. ‘Ihe police 
forces would be limited to the carryi”& of small amw in 
the normal pcrformancr of their duties. 

10. The United Nations Special Repmse”tatiw will take 
steps to &arantee against the possibility of intimidation 
or interference with the electoral pmcesa from whatever 
q”artei 

APPENDIX III 

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL SUBMITTED PURSUANT TO PARAGRAPH 2 OF SECURfTY 
COUNCIL RESOLUTION 431 (1978) CONCERNING THE SITUATION lN NAMISIA 

Introduction for Namibia in order to ensun the early independence 
1. At its ZOSZnd meeting on 27 July 1@78, the Securi- of Namibia through free elections under the supervision 

ty Council adopted resolution rlJl(1978). By that resolu- and control of the United Nations. The full text of r&u- 
tion. the Council. recalli~ its resolution ~65 (1976) and tic-n 431 097.9) reads as follows: 
taking note of the proposal for a settlement of the Nami- The Security Council. 
bian situation contained in documat S/l,%36 of 10 April Recalling its resolution 385 (1976) of M Iamnry 1976, 
1978, requested me to appoint a Special Representative taking note of the propma for a settlement of the 
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Namibian situation contained in document S/12636 
of 10 April 1978. 

1. Requestr the secretaryGe”eral to appoint * spedal 
Rep,esentative for Namibia in order to ensue the euly 
indepndence of Namibia through free electionr under 
the supervision and control of ~the United Pjations. 
2. Further requests the Secretary-General to submit 
at the earliest possible date a report containing his 
recommcndationr for the implementation of the pro- 
posal in accordance with Security Council rerolution 
385 0976); 

3. Urger alI concerned to exert their best efforts 
towards the achievement of indepndence by Namibia 
at the earliest possible date. 

2. Immediately following the decision of the Securi- 
ty Counci,. I appointed Mr. Martti Ahtisaari. the United 
Nations Commirrioner for Namibia, PI my Special 
Representative for the pvrpowr of the resolution. 

3. Mindful of the Council’r further request contained 
in paragraph 2, I requested my Special Representstive to 
undertake. et the e.,,iest possible date. B sorvey mission 
to Namibia for the purpose of gathering for me all the 
information necessary for the preparation of the present 
report. To assist him in this task, I placed at hir disposal 
a teem of United Nations officials and military advisers. 

4. This report. which is based on the survey of my 
Special Repmsmtative. is submitted to the SRutity Coun- 
cil in accordance with paragraph 2 of resolution 431 
,,978,. in which the Council requested the Secretary- 
Genekl “to submit at the earliest possible date a report 
containing recommendations for the implementation of 
the proposal in ac:“,dance lvith Security Council msolo- 
tion 385 (1976Y 

5. Ar staled above. my Special Representative. ac- 
companied by s staff of United Nations officials and mil- 
itary advisers, visited Namibia from 6 to 22 August far 
the pwpore of carrying out I survey of ell m~tte,e relative 
to the implementation of ,es”Iuti”n 431 (1978). 

6. In addition to meetings with the Administrator- 
General of the Territory end his staff. es well a~ with the 
Sooth African military and police commanders and local 
zwthorities. the Spcial Representative had the “pportuni- 
ty to conrult e~ten~iwly with reprerentativer of politicsI 
parties. churches, the business community and indivi- 
duals. Hir consultationr in this regard covered a wide 
spectrum of public “pinion within the Territory. In this 
connexion. the Special Representative and his staff, by 
travelling extensive,y within the Territory. we,e able to 
familiarise themselves with local conditions which would 
have relevance to the effective “,.&ration and “pera- 
tion of D United Nations Transition Assistance G,“up en- 
trusted with the tasks set out in the proposal for 1 settle- 
ment of the Nemibien ~itoation contained in document 
S/12636. 

7. In the cowx of his me&@ and consolt~tioos. the 
Special Repmntstive was able to obtain the view of not 
only the Adminirtmtor-General sod his staff but the 
repreentatives of the Namibisn people on D broad range 
of importsot topics relating to the necessary conditions 
for the holding of fm and fair elections end to the role 
of the United Nations. Among the principal subjects dis- 
cussed were the repeel of all the remaining discriminstory 
o, msttictive Iws. regulations o, sdministntive measures 
which might abridge o, inhibit the objective of free and 
hi, elections: srmngements for ensuring the release of 

political prisoners and detainees. IB well IS the VO~U”- 
ta.ry ret”,” of Namibians; the srrangements and dispori- 
tions ,eq”i,ed to enw,e the cessation of aI1 hostile xtli 
the electoral procew the,cpmp”siti”n and work of the 
Constituent Assembly; md the time-table for the X- 
complishment of the above stages. The military sspects 
of the ope,eti”n, with rpecid reference to the introduc- 
tion and functioning of the military component of the 
United Nations Tranrition Assistance Group, we,e ako 
fully discussed. In addition, the Special Reprrsentative 
also discussed with the Adminirtrator-General the ma”- 
ner of ensuring the good conduct of the police and the 
arrangementr mcesary to assure the freD and onmstricted 
discharge by the “nited Nstiom staff of the tad- assigned 
to them. 

8. The implementation of the proposal in paragraph 
2 of resolotion 431 (19%) will require the establishment 
of a United Nations Tranriti”” Assistance Group 
(UNTAG) in the Territory. consisting of a civilian com- 
ponent and a military component. Because of the uni- 
que character of the operation and the need for close 
co-operation between them, both compooeob will be 
under the over-all direction of the Special Repmsentative 
of the Secretuy-General. 

9.The Special Representative will report to me, keep- 
ing me informed end making such recommendations 8s 
he considers necessary with mrpect to the discharge of 
his responsibilities The SecretaryGeneral, in *CCO*~XKC 
with the mandate entrusted to him by the Se~tity COW- 
cil. will keep the Council folly infotmed of developments 
relating to the implementation of the propod and to the 
functioniog of UNTAG. All matters which mi&t affect 
the “atwe o, the continued effective fonctiodng of UN- 
TAG will be referred to the Council for its decision. 

,O. The deployment of both components of IJNTAG 
mutt take into account the specific geographic. demo 
graphic, economic and social conditions prevailing in 
Namibia. These include. in pwticolar. the vast distances 
end varied netore of topography and vegetation; the 
broad ranga of climstic conditions; the scmcih, of water; 
the populstion distribution and existing communication 
network; the distribution md concentration of ethnic 
groups; and the lack of a” adequate infrastructure in the 
north. such as roads and “the, communications and h- 
cilitier. All these factors. when analyud, make it yldent 
that sizeable ,e~““,ces. both military and civilian, will 
be required to provide the close monitoring called for in 
document S/12636. 

II. I” performing its functions, UNTAG will act with 
complete impartiality. In order that the P*OPOM~ may be 
effectively implemented. it is expected that the Adminis- 
trator.General and all “the, “fficittls from within the Ter- 
ritory will exhibit the seme impartiality. 

12. For UNTAG to carry out all its tasks effectively, 
three essential conditions most be met. First. it most. at 
all times, have the full support and backi% of the sgvrity 
Council. Second, it most “prate with the full co-“pen- 
tion of all the parties concerned, particularly with w,d 
to the comprehensive cessr~ti”” of all hostile acts. Third. 
it must be able to operate BQ 1 combined United Nations 
operation. of which the militia compnmt till c~~tihte 
an integrated, efficient formation within the wide, 
framework of UNTAG. 

13. To monitor the cessation of hostilities effectively. 
to maintain surveillance of the Territory’s vest b”,den 
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sod to monitor the maiction to base of the armed forces 
of the parttie concerned. the co-operation and support 
of the nei@b”wuy cotmtries will be “ecesary Such CD 
operation will be mm important, particularly dm the 
culy stages. 

11. bnplenmration of the proposal, and thus the work 
of NAG, will have to proceed in SUCCGE~C aages. 
‘“me stages, which are detailed in the annex to docw 
merit S/12636. cm be grouped as follows: 

a. Cewtian of all hostile xts by alI parties and the with- 
drawal, restriction “I demobiliration of the various 
armed tomes; 

b. Conduct of free and fair eltctions to the Constituent 
Assembly, for which the presonditionr include the 
repeal of disniminatory “I reshictive I.ws, regd*ti*ns 
or administrative measures, the release of political 
prisonerr and detainees and voluntary return of ex- 
iln, the establishment of effective monitoring by the 
United Nations and an adequate period for electoral 
campaignbg: 

C. The formulation and adoption of a constitution for 
Namibia by the Constituent Assembly; 

d. The entry into force of the constitution and the con- 
sequent achievement of independence of Namibia. 

1.5. The length of time rqu&d for the ages ir direct- 
ly related to the complexity of the tasks to be performed 
and to the overriding canrideration that certain steps are 
necesrary before it can be said that elections have been 
held under free and fair conditions. It will be recalled tha, 
+hr proposal envisaged a series of successive stager. spaced 
so as to provide a wificient lapa of time before the hold- 
ing of the elections. This should permit, among other 
khin.q, the release of political prisoners and detainees, ,he 
return and registration of all Namibians outride the Ter- 
ritory who may wish to participate in the electoral pro- 
CCIS. the deployment of United Nations military and civil- 
isn personnel and electoral campaigning by all parties in 
an atmosphere of tranquility. The time-table set out in 
the proposal called for the lapse of approximately seven 
months from the date of the approval of the prevent report 
by the Security Council 1” the holding of the elections. 

lb. In his dirusrions with the Special Representative. 
the Administrator-G~ncral raid that the South African 
authorities. having previously established 3, December 
1978 as the date of independence. felt that they were com- 
mitted thereto and that, consequently, the electiozw should 
take placo as scheduled, regardless of the fact that it would 
neesdtate substantially reducing the time-table necessary 
for completion of the preparatory plans. A majority of 
the political parties was of the opinion. however. that 
it was essential to maintain the orderly phasing of the 
preparatory ~&es and to allow sufficient time for elec- 
toral campaigning in order lo ensure free and fair elec- 
tions. Further, it was pointed out that the actual date of 
independence would fall within the competence of the 
Cotwtituent Assembly. 

17. It will be recalled, however. that at the time the 
proposal was first formulated. the date of 3, December 
1978 was comi~tent with completion of there steps. The 
delay in reaching ageenwnt among the parties now m&s 
completion by this date imporribh. It is therefore recom. 
mended that the traneitional period begin on the date of 
approval of the present report by the Security Council 
sod proceed in accordance with the steps outlined in docu- 
ment S/12636. Using the same time-table tha earlier pro- 
vided the 31 December 1978 date. an appropriate date 
for elections would be approximately seven months from 
the date of the approval of the present report. 

18. Estimates of the periods of time rquired for com- 
pletion of stages (a) and (b) of paragraph II above are 
included in the ~ooex to document S/12636. In view of 
the fact that the periods rquired for stsgn (4 and (d)~ 
of paragraph 11 would be determbwd by the Comtitoent 
Assembly, it is expected that the duration of UNTAG 
w”oldbe”oeyes,depmdirtg”nthe&teofindrpndavc 
to be decided by the Constituent Assembly. 

19. IJNTAG will have to enjoy the freedom of move- 
ment and communication and other facilitin that M 
necessary for the performance of its tasks. For this pw- 
pose UNTAG and its personnel must n&y have all 
the relevant privikgrs and immooities provided by the 
Convention on the Privikgrs md Immooitier of the 
United Nations, as well as those especkally rqoired for 
the proposed operation. 

20. The military component of UNTAG will not “se 
force except in self-defence. Selfdefenrr will include 
resistance to attempts to prevent it from discharging its 
duties under the mandate of the sCcwi,y Council. “N- 
TAG will proced on the assumption that all the parties 
conmmd will m-operate with it and take all the mxssary 
rtcpr for compliance with the de&ions of the Security 
Council. 

III. Gtablirhmenl of UNTAC 
A. Military component 

21. The functions which will be performed by the 
military component of UNTAG are ret out in paragraph 
8 of document S/12636 and in the annex thereto. These 
include. in particular: 

a. Monitoring the cessation of hostile acts by all parties. 
the restriction of South African and SWAP0 armed 
forces to base. the phased withdrawal of all except the 
specified number of South African forces and the IE 
striction of the remainder to specified locations: 

b. Prevention of infiltration as well ar surveillance of the 
borders of the Territory: 

c. Monitoring the demobilization of ci,i.z” forces, com- 
mandos and ethnic forcer. and the dismantling of their 
command structure. 

22. The military component will assist and support the 
civilian component of UNTAG in the discharge of its 
tasks. 

23. The military component of UNTAG will be under 
the command of the United Nations. vested in the Sec- 
retary-General. under the Authority of the Sewity Coo,,- 
cil. The command in the field will bc aer&ed by a Com- 
mander appointed by the Seaet.wy-General with the con- 
sent of the Security Council. The Commander will report 
through the Special Representative to the Secretary- 
General on all matters concerning the functioning of the 
military component of UNTAG. 

24. The military component will be comprised of a 
number of contingents to be provided by member coun- 
tries upon the request of the SwetaryGmeral. Tk con- 
tingents will be selected in consultation with the !%curi- 
ty Council and with the part& concerned, bearing in 
mind the accepted principle of equitable geographical 
representation. In addition. a body of 4ected officers 
to *cl a* monitom will form an integral part of the military 
component. 

25. The military component. including the monitors. 
will be provided with weapons of a deknsive character 
consistent with (he guidelines set out in paragraph 20 
above. 

26. In order that the military component might fulfil 



its responsibilities, it is considered that it should have a 
strength of the order of seven infantry battalions, total- 
Iii approximately S,ooO, plus 200 monitom and in ad- 
dition. command, mmmuniutionr, engineer, logiotic md 
ak l”pport elements totalling approximately 2,3w. The 
infantry battalions should be fully self-mfficient. 

27. It will be essential to wtablll an adequate logistic 
and command bystem at the very outset of the operation. 
It will therefore be “ecas4ry to obtatn urgently from GO”- 
enunente the elements of such a system In this convex- 
ion, it may well be neceemry to use ale0 the services of 
clyilian cc~ntradors for some logistic functions, as ap. 
propdate. In the nature d the physical cirrums lances per- 
tpinins to this operation. UNTAG may have to ‘$1~ to 
P considerable extent on exiettt mllitaxy facilities and 
kutallatioru in Namibia. 

2.5. The cldlian component will consist of two 
l kmmts. One of these elements till be the civil police, 
whosl functim will be to asi~t the Spe&l Representative 
in lmplemmtlng the tasks set out in pvagnphs 9 and IO 
d d-em SIW36. 

29. The duties of the civil police elemat of UNIAG 
will include taking measum~ agabwt my tntimtdatton or 
lnterfma with the electoral pr- from whatever 
quarter, xw.mpmyQ the existing police forces, when 
qpqmiate, in the dtechugc of their duties and tit@ 
In the rmllzation of the function to be disclwged by the 
Admtni~trator-General to the utlsfaaion of the Special 
Representative of ens- the good conduct of the ex- 
Lting pdtn forces. 

Jo. In order that the UNTAG p&a may fuIfill their 
mponaibtlitin, ui den&bed above, it to considered, as 
a preliminary estimate, that ppmxlmstely 360 expcrl- 
end pdin officers wlIl be required. It la hoped thnt 
police off&n will be ma& wallable by Gowmmmts 
Mae.ecdmmtbuis,~tnmindtheaacpledplin- 
dple of equitable gcographtcal mprsmhtlon, m well u 
the Ian~ua~e and other requirements of the ass&,mmt. 

31. The nmpdice elmmt of the dvllla, component 
dLlNTAGwlllhweth+fmcttcn,ofawtstir,StheSp&l 
R.epmmtatln In lmplemendn~ para~mpha 5 to 7 cd dccu- 
mmtS/lX%mdthe&vmtstc!ionsdthepnmthew 
10.lleeeculuwiummiEt,inpMiNlar,dthefdlaving: 
a. SuprvwnS and mntrolling all aspea of the electoral 

prmu. conridedns the falmesl and approprlatenes 
of the electoral prowhves, monitor@ the baIlotlr,g 
md the counting of votes, in order to ensure that all 
proceduna are strictly complied with, and receiving 
and lnvestlga~ complslnts of fraud or challmges 
,elattng to the elmoral procew 

b. $%ln~ the Spapl Reprcsentatfves a~ to the -al 
dlecddmtor, or mtridive law, iqd.+ions d ad- 

mtnbtrative measures which may abridge or inhibit 
the oblective of free and fak electtons; 

C. Enswktg the absence of, or bwestiiti~ complaints 
d. intimidation, coercion or restrictions on freedom 
of speech, movement or peaceful political assembly 
which may impede the objective of hec md fair 
CkCtiOru; 

d. Auist& in the arrmgemente for the release of all 
Namibtan political prisoners or detainees and for the 
peaceful, voluntary return of Namibian refvsees or 
Namiblam detabwd or othewhe out&k tlw Territory; 

e. Aeslstlnginany armwmentswbidlmaybeproposed 
by the Spe6al Representative to the Administrator- 
General .md implemented by the Atiistrator-Gen- 

eral to the Special Reprwntative’~ eatsfaction intend 
ed to inform and ltwrwt the electorate a, to the 
slp,ificmce of the election and the promdurs for 
voting. 

32. Seariing in mind the vast she of the Territory, the 
dis& of the population and the lack of ad+& con,. 
munkatlons, it Is considered, as P preliminary estimate, 
that approximately 500 Profes5ional offiwrs, as well PI 
the necesary supporting staff, will be required initially 
until the cessation of hostile a.38 has hem achtwed. Tbm- 
after,about 1,ooO Professional and 200 field -ice and 
General Service staff will be required during the electoral 
campaign and the period of balloting in order to cover 
all the polling stattom. The rtaff will, among other duties. 
berrquirrdfor24rrgio~~~~d~o~~~~U- 
ing Ltatio”s. 

33. It is anticipated that some of these offtclals will be 
provided horn among existing United Nations staff and 
that some will be persons appointed especially for this 
operation. In addition, it is my hope that a rigniffcmt 
number of officials cm be seconded or loaned by Govem- 
merits. All such seconded or loaned -nntl till be m- 
qtdred to assume the maponsibilitiea &unbent on United 
N.tiom officials. 

34. It is aLo my intention to condua cmsultatiions con- 
cerning the designation of a julst of international stand- 
ing whwe appointment as legal adviser to the Spectal 
Representative is provided for in para(paph ~EI of docu- 
ment Sllz6J6. 
IV. Proposed plan of action 

35. Subject to the approval of the present report by 
the Security Council, it is my intention to initiate the 
operation ui quickly ui possible. 

56. It L my intention to appoint as Commander of the 
military cofnponent of UNTAG Major-General H-es 
Philfpp. who has cxtemive experience of United Nations 
peace-keeph opersttom and is already famiIiar with the 
situation in Namibia. 

3’7. Immediately following such P de&ion by the 
Security Council. the Spc.3 Repreaentstive. aceon,- 
pmled by the Commander of the military component, 
the key eknmb of their staffs together wim essential corn- 
mmd and logistic elements, till proceed to Namibia in 
ordu to atablti the headquartem of IJNTAG md bgin 
operationr as quickly as possible. 

2.5. A nude, of Govemmmte have already apremed 
their interest in providing military contwts for UN- 
TAG. Immediately upon the approval of the p+,,t 
repat by the Security Council. it is my intention to con- 
sult the Council and the parties concerned on the com- 
position of the military component. bearing in mind the 
principle of e.,,dtable -aphtcaJ mprewntation, on the 
one hand, and the necessity of obtabtins self+nfHcimt 
units. on the other. Every effort will be made to be& 
the drployment of the military componmt within 3 & 
and to bring it to its full at-h within l?. weeks. Par 
this to be achieved, it will be necewary to determine the 
cmnpoeitio” of the milttay component at the earllest pa 
Bible time. 

39. It is also my Intention to approach Government, 
to provide military perso~el to wve as monitors In tlu 
int&al*ages,gIventbevrgencyof&ployblgatkatscme 
of the monitors, it may be pmslble to draw upon offIm, 
already set-& With other a&t@ United Nations opra- 
tions. This may nlso apply to key staff posttions. 

40. As regards civilian personnel, it is Ilkewiw my ln- 
tentton. aa stated In paragraphs 30 and 53 &we, to ap- 
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preach Governmentr to make available on secondment 
or loan experienced police officers to serve as police 
xnonitor~ and other experienced officials to serve in the 
civilian component of UN-FAG. I” -iting civilian staff 
for UNTAG. I shall bear in mind both the accepted prin- 
ciple of equitable geographical represe”tatio” and the 
urgent need to deploy a large number of experienced staff 
within the shortest possible time. 

V. Financial implications 

41. At present there arc too many unknown factors 
to permit an accurate ases~ment of the cost of “NTAG. 
Based on the numbers of personnel specified in this report 
and the envisaged duration of It month., and taking in- 
to account the magnitudes and elements of the financial 
requirements experienced in other Peace-keeping opcra- 

tionr. the indications are that the financial requirements 
for UNTAG could be PI high as 53W million. Of this. 
approximately $33 million will be required to finance the 
return of refugees and exiles. In view of the nature of the 
operation. due regard should be give” to the fact that 
some elements of the operation might be phased out before 
the end of the mandate and that alternative arrangements 
might be possible which could result in lower costs. 

42. The costs of “NTAG shall be considered expenwes 
of the Organizatio” to be borne by the Member States 
in accordance with Article 17. paragraph 2, of the Char- 
ter. 

United Nations Security Council S/12827. 29 August 
1978. 

APPENDIX IV 

RESOLUTION 435 (1978, 
ADOPTED BY THE SECURITY COUNCIL AT ITS M37TH MEETING ON 29 SEPTEMBER 197B 

Having considered the report submitted by the 
Secretary-General pursuant to paragraph 2 of resolutio” 
431,,978, (S/12827) and his explanatory statement made 
in the Security Council on 29 September 1978 (S/12869), 

Taking note of the relevant communications from the 
Government of South Africa addressed to the Secretary- 
General, 

Taking note also of the letter dared 8 Septemby ,978 
from the President of the South West Africa people’s 
Organiratio” (SWAPO) addressed to the Secretary- 
General (S/12841). 

Reaffirming the legal responsibility of the United Na- 
tions over Namibia. 

1. Approver the report of the Secretary-General 
(S/12827) for the implementation of the proposal for a 
settlement of the Namibia” situation (S/12636) and hir 
explanatory statement (S/12869~; 

2. Reiterates that its objective is the withdrawal of 
South Africa’s illegal adminirtratio” of Namibia and the 
transfer of power to the people of Namibia with the 
as~iwmce of the United Nations in accordance with 
res”l”ti”” 305 (1976): 

tiom Transition Arrirtance Group (UNTAG) in actor- 
dance with the above-mentioned report of the Secretary- 
General for a period of up to 12 months in order to assist 
his Special Representative to carry out the mandate con- 
ferred upon hi”, by paragraph 1 of Security Council 
rerol~tion 431 (1978). namely, to enwre the early in- 
dependence of Namibia through free and fair elections 
under the supervision and control of the United Nations: 

4. Welcomes SWAPO’r preparedness to co-operate in 
the implementation of the Secretary-General’s report, in- 
cluding its expressed readiness to rig” and observe the 
cease-fire provisions ar manifested in the letter from the 
President of SWAP0 dated 8 September ,978 (S1128411: 

5. Calls on South Africa forthwith to co-operate with 
the Secretary-Genera, in the implementation of this 
resolution: 

6. Declarer that .I, ~“ilateral measures take” by the 
illegal administration in Namibia in relation to the elec- 
toral proms, including unilateral registration of voters. 
“I 1ranrfer of power, in Contra”e”tion of Security Council 
re~oh~ions 385 (1976,. 431 (19781 and this resolution are 
null and void: 

7. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the 
Security Council no later than 23 October 1978 on the 
implementation of this revolution. 

APPENDIX V 

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL CONCERNING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SECURITY COUNCIL 
RESOLUTIONS 435 ,,9,8) AND 439 (1978) ON THE QUESTION OF NAMIBIA 

1. pursuant to paragraph 7 of Security Council rcso,u- 
tion 439 (1978) concerning the situation in Namibia. I held 
meetings in New York with the Secretary for Foreign Af- 
fairs of South Africa and the Foreign Minister of South 
Africa from 23 to 24 November ,%129X$ and from 27 
to 29 November W12950). The meetings focused on para- 
graph 5 of Security Council resolution 435 (1978). by 
which the Security Council called on South Africa forth- 
with to co-operate with the Secretary-General in the im- 
plementation of that resolution; as well PI on paragraphs 

4 and s of Security Council r~olution 439 (1978) by which 
the Security Council called upon South Africa immediate- 
ly to cancel the elections it had planned in Namibia in 
December ,978; and demanded once again that South 
Africa co-operate with the Security Council and the 
Sewetarydeneral in the implementation of its resoIutio”s 
385 0976), 431 (1978) and 435 (197.9). 

2. In a letter dated 22 December 1978 (S/12963. Annex 
I), the Minister of Foreign Affairs of South Africa in- 

I 
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formed me that the Govrmmmt of South Africa had 
decided to co-operate in the expeditious implementation 
of Security Council resolution 135 (1978). md invited me 
to arrange for my Spsi.1 Representative to “proceed to 
South Africa and South West Africa” as soon PI porni- 
ble for the purpose of completing mnsultstions on 
outstanding issues. By letter dated 1 ,anuav 1979 
(S/l3aoZ), I informed the For& Minister d South Africa 
that, following his Government’s decision to cc-operate 
in the expeditious implementation of Security Council 
resolution 435 (1978). I intended to request Mr. Martti 
Ahtisaari. my Spffial Rep-ative, to tit South Africa 
and Namibia in January to complete consultations on 
opratiod rc-.,uMment~ for the deployment of the United 
Nationr Traneition Assistance Group WNTAG). 

3. My Special Representative, accompanied by the Com- 
mander of the Military Component of UNTAG and a staff 
of United Nations officials, visited South Africa ad 
Namibia from 13-22 ,anuary for the purpose of coniplet- 
ing consultations on the transitional arrangements Called 
for in the Proposal for a settlement of the Nsmibian ritua- 
tion (S/12636) and the operational requirements for the 
deployment of UNTAG. 

4. At a subsequent stage, after rqorting to me in New 
York. my Special Representative visited Tanunia. 
Mozambique, Zambia, Botswana and boL from 28 
lanuary to 10 February to consult with them on the cur- 
rent dtustion relating to Namibia. At the invitation of 
the Government of Nigeria. he also had talks in Lagos 
from II-12 February. 

5. tvly Special Representative held conrulhtionr with Mr. 
Sam Nujoma, Prnident of SWAPO, II Luanda on 9 and 
10 February. Their discusrims covered the implemmts- 
tim of the settlement Proposal and practical arrangements 
to be made for the transitional pried. 

6. My Special Representative has now reported to me on 
his discussions with the South African authorities. 
SWAP0 and the Governments mentioned above. He in- 
formed me of the willingnrrr of both South Africa and 
SWAP0 to co-operate in the implementation of Securi- 
ty Council resolution 435 (1978). However, during the 
meetingr between my Special Reptintative and the 
representatives of South Africa and SWAPO, it became 
apparent that the two parties concerned had differing in- 
terpretations and perceptions regarding the impkmmta- 
tion of certain provisions of the settlement Proposal. With 
a view to resolving these differences. I considered it 
necessary to consult further with the five Western Powem, 
which had worked out the Proposal with South Africa 
and SWAPO, as well as with the Front Line States. 

7. In the light of all the information f have been able to 
obtain, and after hearing the views of the parties direct- 
ly concerned. f have concluded that, in the circurrwtance 
and as a practical matter, the outstanding issues rekmd 
to in the paragraphs below should be resolved among the 
following lines. 

8. The settlement Proposal (S/12636), in paragraph 7 (4, 
states lhat “all Namibia” refugm or Namibiana detained 
or otherwise outside the Territory of Namibia will be per- 
mitted to return peacefully and participate fully and freely 
in the electoral process without risk of arrest. detention, 

intimidation or imprisonment. Suitable entry points will 
be designated for these purposes.” The South African 
Govemmcnt has confirmed to my Special Representative 
its acceptance of this provision in its entirety and I shall 
~;~ha~d,mearures to ensure that it is scrupulously 

9. In order to facilitate the peaceful return of Namibianr 
to the Territory. provisions have been made by the United 
Nations High Commisrioner for Refugees (UNHCR) for 
the establirhment of entry points and facilities to assist 
these returning Namibians. In accordance with normal 
UNHCR practice, reception centres will provide traxisit 
facilities for those returning Namibians who want them. 
These centres will be operated under the close rupewi- 
*ion of the UNHCR to ensure that all returning Nami- 
bims will be free to locate where they wish: any other 
arrangements would be contrary to the guarantee of full 
freedom of movement in paragraph 6 of the settlement 
Proposal. 

10. The provision made in paragraph 8 (d) of the settle- 
ment Proporal for SWAP0 personnel outside of the Ter- 
ritory LO return peacefully to Namibia through designated 
entry points to participate fully in the political process 
means that such return should take place without arms 
or other military equipment. Should any personnel reek 
to return bearing arms or equipment. such items would 
be placed under United Nations control. 

11. According to the settlement Proposal. coincidental 
with a eesation of all hostile acts the South African 
Defence Forcer @AUF) and SWAP0 armed forces will 
be restricted to base. This would involve the restriction 
to base of all SADF forces within Namibia and their s&e 
qumt phased withdrawal as outlined in the Prqxxaf Any 
SWAP0 armed foe in Namibia at the time of the cease 
fire will likewise be restricted to base at designated loca- 
tions inride Namibia to be specified by the Special Rep 
resentative after necessary conwltation. The monitored 
move of thee SWAP0 armed forces to base cannot be 
considered a6 a tactic.4 move in terms of the cease-fire. 

12. All SWAP0 armed forces in neighbouring countries 
will. on the commencement of the ceasefin, bt retricted 
to base in these countries. While the Proposal makes no 
specific provision for the monitoring by UNTAG of 
SWAP0 barer in neighbouring countries, nevertheless. 
however, paragraph 12 of the Proposal states that: 
“Neighbouring countries shall be requested to emwe to 
the bet of their abilities that the provisionr of the tran- 
eitional arrangements, and the outcome of the election, 
are respected. They shall also be requested to afford the 
mcesmy facilities to the United Nations Sgwcial Repmen- 
tative and all United Nations personnel to carry out their 
asigned functions and to facilitate such measures as may 
be desirable far ensuring tranquility in the border areas.” 

13. I attach special importance to the repeated assurance6 
which I have received from the neighbouring States to 
the effect that they will ensure LO the best of their abilities 
that the provisions of the settlement are adhered to. In 
this connexion, in order to fanilitate further this co- 
operation. I have sought the ag: cement of the Govern- 
ments of Angola, Sotrwana and Zambia for the establish- 
ment of UNTAG officer in their countries to co-operate 

I 



with them in the implementation of the relevant pro+ 
sims of the Proposal. 

II. Tk settlement Proposal calls for “a comprehensive 
cessation of all hostile acts”. As previously indloted by 
me (see S/u869 and S/12938) it Is my intCntim to pm- 
pose a procedwo for the emnmen~~ment of the craw-fire. 
Thereafter, tk various step% indicated in tk Propwal 
for a settlement, as reflected in resolution 435 (1978). 
would lake pi.-. I intend to send idmtical lettrrs to ‘Scab 
Africa and SWAP0 proposing a specific how and date 
for the cease-fire to begin. In that letter 1 would also IT 
quest both parties to inform me In writing of their agree- 
ment to abide by the terms of the cease-fire. 1 would re- 
qu+ that they advise me of their agreement by a specific 
date which would be ten days kfore the beginning of the 
ceaf&mThisperiodis lwewryforbotbputiestokve 
&quate time to inform their troop of the eun date and 
time for the commencement of the case-fim and for UN- 
TAG to deploy. The text of the propxed letter b attached 
as an annex to this report. 

D. Composition of the military component 

15. Aside from the outstanding issues concemi~ the im- 
pkmatation of tk settlement Ropasal mentioned above, 
the question of the composition of the military cotnp~- 
nent of IJNTAG remains to k filulized. In the course 
of my comultationr with the parties, I kve communtcated 
ta them a list of possible troop-contributing countries 
which, in tk circumstances, I consider can best meet the 
requirements of LINTAG. More the commencement of 
the United Nations operation in Namibia, I shall submit 
to the srmrity Council. in accordance with established 
practice, the proposed composition of tk military com- 
ponent. In drawing up the list of contributing countries. 
I shall take into due account the views of Iln parks whlk 
weking to balance chow factors I cons&r eesential In tk 
case, such as the principle of equitable geographical reP- 
msmtation. the willingness of the troop-contributing 
countrin to participate and, in the caw of lo&do, the 
capapscity to prfom, the mquired task. 

16. A draft agrrement on the status of UNTAC was ftrst 
pmmtd to the South Afrtm authoritlce in August 1978. 
Agreement has now been reached with those authorities 
In raped of most of i$ provisions. As stated In my report 
of 29 August 1978 (S/12827) IJNTAG and its personnel 
must necessaily have all tk relevant privilege8 and im- 
munities provided for by the Convention on the Prtvileges 
and Immunities of the United Nations, as well as thw 
especially required for the proposed operation. 

17. The settlement Proposal requires that all its provi- 
sions k completed to the satisfaction of the Special 
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Representstive. In agreeing to the implementation of Representstive. In agreeing to the implementation of 
srmrity Comdl resolution 435 (1978). the parties have Security Coundl resolution 435 (1978). the parties have 
a-reed to abide bv those mwlsions. The United Nations a-reed to abide bv those mwlsions. The United Nations 
&the nsponsib&y of ;sse&ng the implementation of 
the various military provisions of the Proposal. Similar- 
ly, the Special Representative is to k satirfled about the 
various provisions regarding the creation of conditions 
for and the comiuct of electIons. There b Ilo basis for uni- 
lateral detnmirutiOM or for unilateral actiotls by any paI- 
ty. At the same time it is recognizwl tkt tk effective im- 
plementation of the Proposal is dependent upon the con- 
timed cc-opmation of the parties. Should the implr 
mmtation of the Proposal k jeopardised as a result of 
failure of any party to carry out its provisions. 1 would 
be tk matter immediately to the attention of the Sea- 
rlly colmctl. 

IS. 1 have sksdy communicated to the Government of 
South Africa and SWAP0 the basic elements of the pro- 
pm& contained In this report. In the light of the above 
pmpds. and tf the caopration of the parties concerned 
is fmhccming, I intend to designate the date of I.5 March 
1979 for the mmm encemenf of tk emplacement of UN- 
TAG and the entry into fora of the cease-fire. The letter 
on tk cease-fire will k transmitted accordingly. In tk 
htcrim, I appeal to all parties to exercise restraint and 
to refrain from actions which might jeopardise the se+- 
tlement. 

19. I should like to draw attention to paragraph IS of 
my report of 29 Auy@t 1978 (S/l?.B,V) in which I stated 
that “it is expected that the duration of UNTAG would 
k far one year. depnding on the date of independence 
to k decided by the Constituent Assembly”. 

“In accordance with the Proposal for a Settle- 
ment of tk Namibian situation as approved by 
scclulty c0uncl1 re6ol”tio” 4.55 (19788), I propose 
thataceas&et&placrk&minSatCQXhours 
on 15 March 1979. At that time comprehensive 
rruDtion of all h&Se acts is to take effect. 

‘1 request you to assure me in writing no later 
than 5 March 1979 that you have accepted the 
h,,m of the case-fire and that you have taken 
allnecwrymeasumstocweaUwarlik.xtsand 
operations. These include tactical moves, cross- 
border m.,vnnents and all acts of violence and in- 
timidation in, or having effwt in Namibia.” 
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APPENDIX VI 

JOINT STATFMFNT OF THE MJNfSTFXS OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF ANGOLA AND THE REPURLIC 
OF CUBA ON THE 21ST ANNIVERSARY OF THE HEROIC 4TH OF FEBRUARY MARKING THE 

LAUNCHING OF THE ARMED STRUGGLE THAT M 1915 BROUGHT JNDEPENDENCE TO ANGOLA. 

LUANDA, 4TH FEBRUARY 1982 

As we ccummmorate the 21st Atudveraary of the heroic 
4th of February marh the launching of the armrd strug- 
gle that in 19yS brought Jndependence to Angola, the 
Fore&n Ministem of the People’s Republic of Aqwla and 
the Republic of Cuba, in Luanda, on behalf of tid rep- 
matins their respective Governments wish to make the 
followhlg 

STATFMENT 

The presena of Cuban Forces in Angols has been the 
target of slanderous and ill-intentioned imperialist prc- 
p-da, particularly by the U.S., which has shameless 
ly made every effort to link thti prmenrr to the process 
ok Namibia’s Jndqendence. as a means of preventing im- 
plementation of the resolutions previously adoptrd by the 
United Nations. 

In mpome to this situation. the Governments of 
Angok and Cuba consider it their duty fully to clarify 
lntemational public opinion upon the reasons for the 
Cuban forcea cantbulng presence in An&. 

We recall that the reason for the Cuban Farces’ arrival 
in Angola, at the request of Pmident Agortinho Neto, 
and the reamon forth& contim@ p-w at the request 
of A&an Government, is in order to cooperate with 
th+ Forus Armadas Popucare~ de LibertacZo de A&a, 
FAPLA. in their training, md in the defence of the ter- 
ritorial intqpity and aovereig~ty of the Peopk’s Republic 
of Angola, threatened and under aggremion from the 
South Africa racista, impetialim. its mercenaries and 
PUPpts. 

OnOctober14th19yS5. the Govemmmt of theU.S.A. 
kunchd the South African Defence Force aaimt Awok. 
In order to implement ita plan of wiping 02 the An&& 
revolutionvy movement, and taking advantage of the 
fact that the South African racists were illegally occupy- 
ing the territory of Namibia, as they continue to do. 
today. 

h Iss than 20 dan, the South African tmopd advan& 
over 7CU kms into Angolan territory. Meanwhile. in the 
North, r@v fore@ hoops and mercenaries were ap- 
proaching and thrutming the capital. It was then that 
President Ago&r&o Neto called on Cuba for military 
zlssiemce. 

The heroic re&tance of the Angolan Pwple, wpported 
by Ihe frirndly internationalist forces, made it possible 
not only to wnlatn the *dvana of the R&t South African 
kx.p some 200 kma horn Luanda, but also created con- 
&Horn forcing them to abandon Angolan soil in March 
1976. 

The occupation by South Africa of Angola would have 
constituted P grave danger to States in the region, and 
in fact to the whole of independent Africa. 

Cuba’s internationalist aid to the Angolan people in 
their resistance against the South African invaders is 
therefore a valiant contribution to the struggle of the 
Afrlcm poples asainst mlonialii, n&an and apartbrid. 

Seause these events constituted an application of the 
principles and ~41jective. of the Movement of Non-Aligned 
Countries, the Fifth Summit held in Sri Lanka in August 

1976 “congratulated the Government and the People of 
Angola for their heroic and victorious struggle against 
racist South African invaders md their allies, and h&d 
the Republic of Cuba and other states which came to the 
assistance of the Aw+n People and frustrated the ex- 
pamionist and colonialist strategy of the South African 
regime and its allies”. 

Accordingly, the Governments of, Angola and Cuba 
declare: 

l--The presence and the withdrawal of the Cuban 
Forces stationed in Angola constitute a bikteral question 
behvezn two sovereign stata, the People’s Republic of 
Angola and the Republic of Cuba, in accordance with 
Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations. 

I-The Govemmenrs of Angola and Cuba. only one 
month after the expulsion of the racist South African 
troops, agreed on * programme of pro8rewive reduction 
of thes forces on April 72nd 1976. In less than one yea, 
the Cuban military contingent was reduccd by more than 
a third, however the p-was interrupted due to fresh 
external threats against Angola. 

Z.--The extent and depth of South African aggression 
a&rut Kassii, in May 1978, and the threatening 
presmct of puatroopers from NATO Member countries 
an the North East frontier constituted a serious danger 
to Aryok and made the continuing pnsencc of Cuban 
military forces wendal, together with the necessary 
means to guarantee Angola’s smutty and territorial 
hegrity. 

4-k mid-1979,theGovemmma ofAngola.mdCuba 
@n q,md to embark upon a fresh programme of wad- 
ml duction of Cuban forces. Almost immediately after- 
wards, in September of the same year, the South African 
carried out a eeries of widespread major attacks qainst 
the provinces of Cunene and Huila. 

S-h August 19.51, a major act of aggression was car- 
ried out with the invsdon of Cumne province by con- 
tinpmts of m&r South African troops supported by 
heavy weapons, artillery, armawed vehicles and dozens 
of warplanes, and which culminated in the occupation 
of the provincial capital and other localities foi several 
vaks. Ln spite of condemnatiion by the intematioml corn- 
munity of thii criminal act of aggression, exprwed fur- 
thermore in P Udted Nations Security Council Resolu- 
tion, which was then vetwd by the U.S. administration. 
the South African troops continued to occupy consider- 
ablr areas of the provinces of Cunene and Krundo 
Kubango. 

6-R is thus clear that the carrying out of the pro- 
gramme of gradual reduction of Cuban forces in the Pro- 
pie’s Republic of An& has been interrupted several times 
by the constant and criminal acts of -ian pwpetmted 
against A&a. 

7-0~ the course of these years, the U.S.A. and 
South Africa have increased their utilisation, as an in- 
strument of -sion against Angola, of bands of COWI- 
ter-revolutionaries with their Headquarters. training 
camps, arsenals of military equipment and communica- 
ticns centres in Namibia. At the same time, the present 
U.S. Administration is increasing its political, economic 



and military aid to South Africa, its gendarme against 
the peoples of Southern Africa, in flagrant disregard for 
the resolutions of the UN., the O.U.A., the Movement 
of Non-Aligned Countries and of international public 
opinion. The danger to Angola and to the bther Front- 
line countrla is today greater than ever. 

S-Faced with this hypocritical intention of making the 
quedon of Namibia’s b&pe”dmce conditional upon the 
withdrawal of Cuba’s force, the Angolan and Cuban Gov- 
ernments reiterate that the presence of these forces, 
prompted by external a-ion perpetrated by the racist 
and racist South African troops. in close alliance with the 
United States of America. constitutes a” absolute so”- 
wig” and legitimate act by both countries and cone- 
quently is no way linked to the problem of Namibia. 

9-If the selfless struggle of SWAPO, the only legiti- 
mate representative of the Namibian people. and, the 
demands of the international community. succed in win- 
ning a true solution to the problem of Namibia. based 
on strict implementation of Resolution 435/78 of the 

United Nations Security Council, and leading to a ge- 
nuinely independent government and to the total with- 
drawal of South Africa’s occupying troops to beyond the 
Orange River. which would considerably lessen the 
danger of aggression against Angola, then the Angolan 
and Cuba” Governments would analyze rmwal of ex- 
ecutio” of a programme of gradual withdrawals of the 
Cuban forces. over a period of time agreed upon by both 
G”WI”“W”tS. 

10-k follows that, as and when the Angalan and 
Cuban Governments may 60 intend, the withdrawal of 
the Cuba” forces stationed in Angolan territory would 
be carried out by movereign decisionof the Government 
of the People’s Republic of Angola, once each and every 
wventuality of acts of aggression or armed invasion cease 
to exist. The Government of Cuba, therefore. reiterates 
that it shall implement without hesitation any decision 
adopted by the soveretg” Government of the People’s 
Ftotcuu of Angola on the withdrawal of these same 

Psulo T. JorSe Iddoro Malmierca 
Foreign Minister 

People’s Republic of Angola 
Foreign Minister 

Republic of Cuba 

APPENDIX VII 

STATE DEPARTMENT MEMORANDUM ON PRETORIA MEETING 
MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION 

PARTICIPANTS: South Africa: 
Foreign Minister Pik Botha 
Defenre Minister Magnus 
M.&n 

U.S. 
Assistant Secretary-designate 
Chester Cmcker 
Ala” Keyes, S/P 

us-Africa Relattono: 
Botha opened first day’s discussion by expressing 

unhappiness over what SAG perceives as backsliding by 
Administration from view of South Africa take” during 
U.S. presidential campaign. Reagan camp&” statements 
produced high expectations in South Africa. But, admin. 
istratio”. in response to views of allies, wch as UK and 
Germany, and to it&e”ce State Department profession- 
als, has disappointed SAG expctations. USG handling 
of visit by military officers example of this. Botha raised 
issue of trust. referring to earlier “McHenry” duplicity 
on isue of SWAP0 baser. 

Howwcr. he affirmed that it means a great deal to SAG 
to have good relations with U.S. and that SAG under- 
stands U.S. problems in maintaining frtendly relations 
with black Africa” states. To begin second day’s discus- 
sion. Crockei noted that, though be hadn’t cmne to 
discuss South Africa’s internal affaira it was clear that 
positive movement domestically would make it easier for 
the U.S. to work with SAG. U.S. ability to develop full 
relations with SAG depends on success of Prime Minister 
Botha’s program and extent to which it is sre” as broaden- 
ing SAG’s domestic support. “Pik” Botha cautioned 
against making success of P.W. Botha’r program a con- 
dition of U.S./South African relations. Gakv respond.4 

DATE 6r PLACE: 

SUBJECT: 

COPIES TO: 

April 15/16. 1981, Pretoria 

Discussions with SAG 

AF, IO-McElhaney, SIP- 
Keyes, AF/S 

with view that this is “at P condition but reflects U.S. 
desire to support positive tret&. In response Pik Botha 
went more fully into reasons for deep SAG distmct of 
U.S. Bothareiteratedviewtbnt. asresult of prawmfrom 
African states in UN, and tzfluenrr of State Depart”wnt. 
USG has backed away from initial mcosnition of impor- 
tance of its interests in southern Africa (read South 
Africa). He doubted whether, give” domestic plyssuly~ 
and views of such African states as Nigeria. U.S. could 
continue any policy favorablr to South Africa, which 
would not provoke constant criticism. 

I” response, Clocker replied that present Administra- 
tion would have more backbone in fan of pressure than 
pmriow one. U.S. has rmny diverse interests and respon- 
sibtlities, but will stand up for what we think right. Our 
objective is to increase SAC confidence. 

Toward end of discu~~to”, in context of Angola tssue, 
Botha again came back to question of trust. He said he 
is suspicious of U.S. because of way U.S. dropped SAG 
in Angola in 1975. He wed that SAG went into Angola 
with USG support, then U.S. voted to condemn in UN. 
Cited many examples of put USG decisions that did”? 
inspire confidence--Vietnam, ha”. USG failure to sup 
port madcrate governments in Africa. while aiding those 
with leftist rhetoric. Alluding to Chad, Botha UseRed that 
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African leaders became so desperate for help against 
Qadafi that one eve” appmached SAG privately, as last 
,emrt, to ask for help. Botha admitted that SAG can’t 
yet paus ju-mt o” p-t Ad”tt”istmti”“. He pluded 
for con*ste”cy, ‘Whol we say some&ii let% stick to it.” 

Cracker addrewed tmst imue, sayi”g that ll~w Admin- 
istration is tired of double think and d”uble talk. Despite 
rocky start in US/SAG relationa. improvement is possi- 
ble. Reagan electi”” victory represents e”orm”us change 
in US public opinion o” foreign policy reversing trend 
of post-Vietnam years. 

SAG View of Reghm.l Situatton: 

During first day’s session Botha discussed at ilength 
situation in southern Africa and Africa at large. He cited 
econ~tic, fwd,md population pmblems Lo supporwiew 
that Africa’is P dying continent beawe Africans have 
made a mess of their indcpndencc Botha aserted~belief 
that cause isn’t race, but fact that “ew nations lack ex- 
perience, cultural background, technical training. 

Referring to South Africa” past experience in helping 
and training blacks in neighbouring states; Botha die 
cussed the need for peaceful co-existmce between South 
Ahiu and its “eighbors. Until thry mognize they’re mak- 
ing a mess of their independence. South Africa can’t help 
them. South Africa is willing t” help those who admit 
they need it* help. 

0” this basis Botha presented vision of southern 
Africa’9 future. i” context of “Constellatio” of stated mn- 
cept. He appealed for USC support for South Africa’s 
view of region’s future, involving P confederation of 
states. each independmt. but linked by a centraliring 
secretariat. SAG doesn’t expect U.S. supp”rt for apar- 
theid, but it hops there will be no repeat of Mondale’s 
“One man, One Vote” statement. SAG goal is survival 
of white values, not white privileges. 

Botha argued that central issue in southern Africa is 
subversion. Noting that what ANC don. South Africa 
can do better. Boths rtreszed need for agreement on no”- 
use of force. If regions starts to collspse. fire will spread. 
there will be no winner% This is not meant as threat. but 
simply stating facts. Botha emphasised view that if you 
kill the part of Africa containing people who can do 
things. you kill whole of Africa. 

Asked about U.S. view of the importulce of southern 
Africa. Cracker summarized U.S. regional interests in 
context of its global mspomibilitkx He emphasimd U.S. 
desire t” deal with databilirati”” threats worldwide by 
going to their so-, us& means tailored to each source 
and region involved. Cracker made clear that in Africa 
we distinguish between countries where Soviets and 
Cubans have a combat pl%e”m, and those whose govern- 
mentr evasing Marxism foi their mu” practical pur- 
poses. He stressed that top US. priority ir t” stop Soviet 
encroachment in Africa. U.S. wants to work with SAG, 
but ability to deal with Soviet pmsence severely imped- 
ed by Namibia. Cmcker alluded to black Africa” view 
that South Africa contributes to indtability in region. Said 
he agrees with this view to extent SAG goes beyond 
reprisal. Putting fears in minds of inferior powers makes 
them ‘irrational. 

M&n raised topic of Angola during first -ion. He 
asked about P supposed U.S. plan for a” all.Africm force 
to replace the Cubans in Angola. Cmckw responded that 
he was aware of no such plan, except perhaps as P sym- 

bolic @we, views were exchanged o” the character of 
the MPLA Government. with the South Africans firmly 
assertins its domination by Moscow. while Cracker sug- 
g&d P more nwanced view. allmvi”g for several factions 
within the MPLA vat-& in ideological c”mmirment and 
character. Discussion touched briefly on the nature of 
SWAPO. Botha alluded to the view’ that Nuioma is a 
“Bloody Thug”. 

M&n flatly declared that the SAG c.“‘t accept pms- 
sects of a SWAP0 victolv which brines Soviet/Cuban 
iorces to W&is Bay. Th;E would wit from my elec- 
tion which left SWAP0 in a dominant p&tion. Theref”m 
a SWAP0 victory would be urucceptable in the context 
of a Westminister-type political systnn. Namibia needs 
P federal sys&. SAG does not rule out m intematicmally 
acceptable settlement, but could not livewith P SWAP0 
victor, that left SWAP0 unchtcked power. Botha assert- 
ed that Ovambo dominance after the eleztion would lead 
to civil war. 

Cracker addressed these concerns saying USG recog- 
“ired need to build South African confidence and seawRy. 
Msla” interposed with the view that it is the local pea- 
ple in Namibia who need security. and SAG could ac- 
cept SWAP0 victory only if their security is provided 
for. SAG can’t dictate to local parties. Cracker remarked 
upon need to negotiate with govemmmts, which ultimate 
ly means that parties cadt have veto power. In response 
Botha gave eloquent rendition of SAG’s problem in deal- 
ing with the internal partip~. These parties fear wret plot 
to install SWAP0 government. SAG doesn’t wish t” en- 
trench white privileges but some confidence-building 
measures needed. Discussion briefly explored constitu- 
tional issuer. South Africans asked who would write a 
constitution. Cracker alluded to idea of expert panel. 

SAG sees Savimbi in Angola as buffer for Namibia. 
SAG believes Savimbi wants southern Angola. Having 
supported him this far, it would da?age SAG honor if 
Ssvimbi is harmed. 

Second round of discussions went into greater detail 
on Namibia/Angola questions. Maim declared SAG view 
that Angola/Namibia situation is “umber one problem 
in southern Africa. Angola isone plan where U.S. can 
roll back Soviet/Cuba” presence in Africa. Need to get 
rid of Cubans. and support LINITA. UNITA ir going from 
strength to strength, while SWAP0 grows militarily 
we&&. 

I” his response Cracker agreed on relation of Angola 
to Namibia. USC believes it would be tible to improve 
US/South Africa” relations if Namiha were no lbwer 
a” isue. We seek a settlement, but one in our interest, 
based o” democratic principles. Our view is that South 
Africa is under no early military pressure t” leave 
Namibia. The decision belongs to SAG, and ways must 
be found to address its concerns. USG assumes 
Soviet/Cuba” presence is one of those co”cems, and we 
are exploring ways to remwe it in context of Namibia 
settlement. We agree that UNITA is a” important factor 
in the Angolan situation. We believe there can be no peace 
in Angola without recpnciliatio” between UNITA and 
MPLA. We se “0 prospect of military vict”ry for 
UNITA. Must achieve movement toward reconciliation 
by playing on divisio”s in MPLA. With regard to 
Namibia, USG assumes that constitution is a” important 
issue, which must be resolved before elections. The ccn- 
stitution would include guarantees for minority rights and 
democratic procerres. We have said we believe SCR 435 
ir a basis for transition to independence for Namibia, but 
not for a full settlement. We wish to meet SAG concerns, 
while taking account of view o” other side. We cannot 
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scrap 435 without grea, difficulty. We wish to supple- 
ment rather than discard it. 

Milan took up Namibian qustion. observing that in- 
temationalization of the issue posed greatest difficulty. 
He alluded to tremendous distrust of UN in South Africa. 
He questioned inclusion of South Africa and Front Line 
states in the quest for a settlement, asserting that SWAP0 
and the internal parties should conclude it. He agreed on 
the need for a constitution. But 435 can’t work. The longer 
it takes to solve the Namibia question, the less South 
African presence will be required there. We will reach 
a stage where internal forces in Namibia can militarily 
defeat SWAPO. 

Milan’s remarks se+ stage for Botha to discuss SAG view 
of SWAPO. Botha noted that SAG thought it was im- 
portant to U.S. to stop Soviet gains. But if you say 
SWAP0 not Marxist, you move in same direction as 
previous administration. SWAPOP people are indoc- 
trinated in Marxism every day. Savimbi considerr 
SWAP0 universally Marxist. SAG’s bottom line is no 
Moscow flag in Windhoek. If U.S. disagrees, let sane- 
tiom go on. and get out of the situation, South Africa 
can survive sanctions. Eventually South Africa can get 
support of moderate black African states. Better to start 
US/SAG relations with lower expectations, than to dis- 
- q,ily later. At moment, U.S. doesn’t believe SAG 
view of SWAPO; you’re soft on SWAPO. SAG appre- 
ciates U.S. firrnnerr against Soviets, Botha continued. 
Even Africans now see you aapuming leadership. But SAG 
worried that USC is moving toward Namibia plan SAG 
cannot understand. As with Kissinger attempt on 
Rhodesia, it will be difficult to get consemu~, especially 
with so many partie involved. SAG tried one.,“.one ap- 
preach with An&m, but Geneva meet@9 sidetracked 
effort. SAG has tried Angolans several times. Each time 
there is progress, but then something intervenee. We’re 
convinced Moscow ~ontmls present government in 
Angola. We’re convinced SWAP0 is Marxist. Nujoma 
will nationalize the whole place. and cause upheaval and 
civil war. involving countries as well. We are pleading 
for you to see the davyem of a wmng solution in Namibia. 
It would be better to have a low-level cotiict there in- 
definitely. than to have a civil war escalating to P general 
con‘lagrstion. If Nujoma governs a~ an Ovambo, the 
Hereros will fight. Also, Nujoma made prom&s to the 
Soviets. DLfe.ztors from SWAP0 have revel& their plan 
to SAG-first Namibia, then Botswana, Lcsotho, and 
Swaziland, followed by the final attack on South Africa. 
SAG can’t ignore this reality. We wouldn’t jwtify that 
to otu people. South Africa is a democracy as far as white 
“den are concerned. Even black leaden can criticbz the 
government. South Akica has freedom, and can have 
more, but survival is the prerequisite. The BLS leaders 
agree with us. Even some Front Line leader. see the 
danger. We have twice saved Kaunda’s life. 

The situation is not what you think. You think in global 
terns; we’re not a global power. We must safeguard o,,, 
interests here Not just white interests. We see the n-i- 
ty of avoiding black-white polacbzation. But we see it as 
an ideological struggle. Developed moderate blach are 
not communists. They will engage with us in common 
effort against communism. When whites see blacks as 
allies. whites will move away from discrimination. With 
more distribution of economic goods, more blacka will 
join us. But if we all come under Moscow’s domination, 
that’s the end. 

by first accepting the premise that Soviet domination is 
the danger. But U.S. believes best way to avoid that 
danger is to get Namibia issue behind us. As long as issue 
subsists, we cannot reach a situation where U.S. can 
engage with South Africa in security, and include South 
Africa in oux general mwity frmwwork. If Namibia con- 
tinues. it will open South/Central Africa to the Soviets. 
Simmering contlict in Namibia is not acceptable. The ideas 
U.S. has in mind don’t include Soviets in Windhock. We 
believe we can get the Soveits out of Angola. and pro- 
vide a guarantee of security whether Nujoma wins or not. 

Botha said this is thenitty-gritty. Without Soviet sup- 
port, others won’t accept Nujoma’s mle. To satisfy othen 
we need P political solution. Cracker agreed that a polit- 
ical solution is needed. Botha streswd the need to con- 
sult with leaders in Namibia. If U.S. can gain their can- 
fidence. and SWAPO’s, and talk about minority rights, 
progress is possible. People in Namibia are concerned 
about property, an independent judiciary. freedom of 
mliion. the preservation of their language and the quality 
of education under the presm&ystem. discrfmination has 
been abolished by law, though it continues in practice. 
There is also the problem of the white ethnic Legislature 
VI. the black malaity Council of Ministers. 

Cracker said that U.S. understands concern with con- 
stitutional rights. U.S. has inherited a situation with many 
parties but we must build a consensus in Africa that we 
are serious and not just delaying. We believe a Lancaster 
type conference won’t work. We see P panel of experts, 
consulti alI parties. tit@ a constitution, and then sell- 
ing it throu& the Contact Group. With SAG’s help, we 
could sell it to the internal parties. Botha referred to 
reports of P French constitutional plan. He said that he’s 
against multiple plans Botha atmssed need for U.S. leader- 
ship. and empharired need for U.S. to consult with in- 
ternal parties in Namibia. He dirur.ed SAG relations 
wtih internal leaden, and need to avoid leaving them in 
lurch in order not to be discredited with other moderate 
leaders in Africa. He tied this to possibility of SAG 
cooperating with moderate African state to deal with 
economic development problems. Botha concluded by 
saying that SAG doesn’t want to let Namibia go the wrong 
way; that’s why South Africa is willing to pay the price 
of the war. We pray and hope for P govemrent favorably 
disposed to us. The internal parties don’t want us to let 
go until they have sufficient power to control the situa- 
tion. We want an anti-soviet black government. 

Following the substantive discussion, Batha conveyed 
to Clocker written communications from the heads of 
Bophuthstswana and Venda He explained that their am- 
bassadors wanted to deliver the messages in person, but 
Both. decided to convey them to avoid appearance of 
trying to force U.S. hand. Then question of invitation 
to Batha to visit U.S. in May was d&cussed. Cracker 
stressed need for SAG to decide cooperation with U.S. 
was worth it before accepting invitation. Botha rcsirted 
setting any conditions for visit, and slid he would prefer 
not to come if conditions are set. Cracker said there were 
no conditiom, just a question of clarifying the spirit in 
which tlw visit would take place. Botha ended the discuc 
don by no~dng that he would inform internal patties about 
discussion immediately. He said he would tell Prime Min. 
ishr Botha that SAG should explore question of comtitu- 
tiob before an election in Namibia. He noted that a 
rekrendum on the constitution rather than constituent 
assembly elstions. would make matters easier. 

. . 
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APPENDIX VIII 

STATEMENT BY SAM NUJOMA, PRESIDENT OF THE SOUTH WEST AFRICA PEOPLE’S ORGANIZATION 
(SWAP01 OF NAMIBIA, TO A MEETING OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY PARLIAMENTARY 

CROUP, AT BRUSSELS, 28TH SEPTEMBER 1982 

Mr. Chairman, 
Honourable Members of the European Parliament, 
Distinguished Guntr, 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Allow me. first of all, to express. on behalf of SWAP0 
and the embattled Namibian people, deep gratitude for 
this unique opportunity which you Honourable membeti 
of the European Parliament have accorded me to be here 
today in order to brief you about the plight. the hopes 
and the aspirations of the oppressed Namibia” people. 

Mr. Chairman, I would also like to seize this oppor- 
tunity to register, on behalf of SWAPO, sincere thanks 
to the EEC member count& for humanitarian and educa- 
tional assistance rendered to the Namibia” people, 
through our movement. Your gav~mments and youi 
peoples have bilaterally made considerable medical. food 
and clothing donations to our movement in order to en- 
able u to a!Jctiate the health. swial and educational prob 
lems of thousands of Namibian refugees and wiles who 
have fled their country, Namibia, in order to escape the 
brutal and racist repression and colonial domination in 
our country. 

Collaively also, your govemmentr have made educe 
tional fun& and other humanitarian as&axe available 
to our displaced people through the EEC channels. 
“ariour educational projects for Namibia” refugees are 
being implemented with contribution of funds by the EEC. 
In this connection. I would like to mention the EEC fund- 
ing of the vocational training project in Denmark where 
several Namibian refugee are ziow undergoing training. 
The EEC bar alx, contributed to the funding of the “nit&, 
Nations institute for Namibia and to the Distance Fduca- 
tion Programme for Namibia, both of which are located 
in Lusaka, the capital of the Republic of Zambia. 

Humanitarian assistance to the Namibim r&gee horn 
your govemmentb has alra reached our refugee centres 
in the Front-line countries through the various non- 
governmental orgtisrtiom of your countria. For alI this. 
SWAP0 is truly grateful. And we believe that this valu- 
able humanitarian a&educational asiistance represents 
P positive beginning of important links between the EEC 
and Namibia whose long-delayed independence is but a 
matter of time. 

Mr. Chaimtan. while SWAP0 is convinced that 
Namibia’s independence cannot be delayed indefinitely. 
I consider it appropriate to point out the fact that I ad- 
dress you here today at a time when the prospects for 
an early implementation of the UN Plan for the dccolo- 
nisation of Namibia are, once again. looking bleak. After 
five years of intensive and sustained diplomatic efforts 
to bring about P negotiated settlement of the problem of 
South African ilkgal and colonial wcupation of OUT cam- 
try. the Namibian people are still ruffering under the yoke 
of apartheid oppression. 

In utter disregard of the wishes of the Namibia” peo- 
ple and resolutionr of the international community. apar- 
theid South Africa is bent on the imposition of its own 
Ban&tan version of independence on our people. 

The racist regime iii Pretoria has, since 1978. been and 
continues to create one excuse after another in an attempt 
to block the implementation of the UN Plan for the in- 
dependence of Namibia; and while pretending to negotiate 
in good faith, the regime is. in actual fact, doing every- 

thing within its power to deny the Namibia” people the 
right to elect a goverttment of their choice. South Africa 
is doing all this because it is very much afraid that under 
free. fair and democratic elections, the Namibia” people 
will definitely repudiate its Bantmtan puppets whom it 
has created and sought to impose on us over the last seven 
years of the Tumhalle puppet show. 

The fundamental contradtction in Namibia is. therefore, 
our people’s demand for free and democratic elections 
under UN supervision, on one hand, and South Africa’s 
attempt to deny the Namibia” people that democratic 
choice. on the other. The apartheid regime has not yet 
given up its intention to impose on our people puppet 
leaders chosen by Pretoria to serve the interest of South 
Africa in Namibia. 

The pattern has become very familiar that at every 
point when the negotiations on Namibia are about to 
reach the implementation stage of UN Security Council 
Resolution 435, South Africa would come up with one 
excuse behind which to hide and thus to avoid the im- 
plementation of the resolution. 

It can, for instance, be recalled that after she had ac- 
cepted that resolution in 1973, Pretoria refused to allow 
its implementation by claiming that the number of ‘7.500 
UN military prmmel proposed by the Secretary-General 
to mr,nitm the tmnsitional process in,lrlp,mibk,~yx too 
large. 

By 1979, the excuse behind which Pretoria was hiding 
WBE the South African complaint about the provision in 
the UN Plan that SWAP0 armed forces, who will be 
found inside Namibia at the time of the carefire, would 
be confined to assembly points or bases within the Nami- 
bia” territory. 

By 1960, South Africa had come up with something 
else. i.e., the madled UN lack of impartiality. Today, 
the excuse is the presence of the Cubans in Angola. This 
endless fabrication of excuses test&e to our conviction 
that the apartheid state is not yet ready to allow the Nami- 
bian people to exercise their demcoatic and national tight 
to independence and self-determination. 

It is important to note, however. that in the present 
imparre it was not Pretoria but Washington which has 
invented the issue of a linkage between the independence 
of Namibia and the presence of the Cubans in Angola. 
South Africa has merely found the American inristence 
on this issue to be yet another convenient excuse behind 
which to hide further in order to avoid free, fair and 
democratic elections in Namibia. 

It is, indeed. a sad and tragic develoment of interna- 
tional politics that a leading world power, which claimr 
to be the citadel of democracy, should choose to use the 
sufferings and agony of our unfortunate and small na- 
tion as P bargaining card in pursuit of its own global 
objectiver. 

Because of the decision by the Reagan Administration, 
to hold up Namibia’s independence and to use our po- 
pie’s agony and sufferings as a bargain card, the process 
of bringing Namibia to independence through a negotiated 
settlement has now come to a virtual stand-still: and. in 

. ! . 



the meantime, Pretoria is daily intensifying its cold- 
blooded murder of our people, torturing them, burnings 
down their villages and destroying their property in an 
attempt to force them to accept its own puppet arrange- 
ments in Namibia. 

The c:atalogoe of cases of afrocities that are being per- 
petrated against our people by the South African troops 
in Namibia is becoming extremely long and horrifying. 
It was in this light that the British Council of Churches 
sent a fact-finding mission, led by the Bishop of Man- 
chster, the Rt. Rev. Stanley Booth-Clibbom, and the Rt. 
Rev. lohn lohansen-Berg, to Namibia. 

The delegation of the British Council of Churches 
visited Namibia from the 16th to 28th November, 1981, 
and it was able to confirm what our movement has been 
telling the world-that a very brutal reign of terror ex- 
ists in Namibia today. At the conclusion of their~mission, 
the British religious leaders had the following to say: 

We have been deeply saddened by many of the 
things we have heard and seen of the grave hardships 
faced by so many people Our delegation leaves 
Namibia consciow of the great sufferings, caused by the 
war, to many people, especially in the northern areas. 
We heard accoonts of deaths, tortwe, beatings and ~izore 
of property through arbitrary actions of the (South 
African) security forcer We experienced at first hand 
the deep desire of the great majority of the people of 
Namibia for independence under a government elected 
fairly and freely Only in this way can the terrible 
afferings brought about by the war be ended.’ 

The delegation of the British church people was fol- 
lowed by another one from the South African Council 
of Churches, led by &ho Desmond Tutu and the 
Reverend Peter Storey, who visited our country in 
February this year. Like their British counterparts, the 
South African rpiritual leaders came back from Namibia 
fully convinced that the South African army of occupa- 
tion in Namibia is actually engaged in brutal mass repros 
*ion and cold-blooded murder, rape and dertruction of 
peasant sops and livestock. At a press coofereoce it, Win- 
dhoek before their return to South Africa, Bishop Tutu 
and the Rev. Storey also called for the immediate im- 
plementation of the UN Plan for the decolonisation of 
Namibia in order to end the sufferings of the Namibian 
people at the hands of the South African army Of 
“CC”pati”“., 

The accounts of widespread atrocities in our country 
have. furthermore, been documented in great detail by 
the d&legation of the South African Conference of 
Catholic Bishops which visited Namibia during the ear- 
ly months of this year. This delegation. too, has confirmed 
that electric torture, beating up of people suspected of 
being sympathetic to SWAPO, shooting of pale, break- 
ing into their homes. stealing and killing of peasant cat- 
tle. pillaging: of shops and raping of women are the com- 
monly accepted procedures used by the South African 
soldiers in Namibia to force the people to give informa- 
tion about SWAP0 and its activities. 

The Council of Churches in Namibia. representing the 
Anglican. the African Methodist Episcopal, the Lutheran 
and the Catholic Churches in oar country, has aho add- 
ed its voice to this general outcry against the South 
African oppression and inhuman brutality against the 
Namibia” people. For example. on the 26th February 
1982, representatives of the Namibian church communi- 
ty presented an open letter to the Sooth African Premier, 
P.W. Botha. In that letter they said. among other things, 
the following: 

With respect, Mr. Prime Minister, we would like to 

state that when the proposals of the Wertern Five were 
presented in 1978. on the basis of UN Security Council 
Resolution 385 of 1976, the churches in Namibia support- 
ed those proposals believing that they provided a solid 
ground for a peaceful solution to the problems of our 
country and its people. This position is still held by the 
churches, and we are convinced that this represeents the 
will and the right of the majority of the people of this 
country today to determine their own future. 

When your government called for an election in this 
country in 1978. without the participation of the UN and 
other partier. the churches warned againrt such a pro- 
cedure because we believed that such a development 
would prolong the bloodshed and suffering of the pro- 
pie of this country, nor would it have commanded inter- 
national recognition. 

‘The people whom we represent had high hopes and 
expectationr at the time of the Geneva negotiatiom in 
January 1981; but great disappointment came when your 
government stated that it was premature to sign a ceasefire 
agreement, thus delaying the implementation of the said 
msolution. And this made the failure of the negotiations 
even harder to understand. We would again, earnestly, 
and with respect. appeal to the Sooth African Govern- 
ment, which still controls this country, to agree to the 
immediate signing of a cease-fire *o that an atmosphere 
of trust and confidence may be created in the negotia- 
tions. that the ongoing ndfering may cease, and that peace 
may return to this land. 

‘Mr. Prime Minister. since there are questionr today 
of UN impartiality and other claims as to who truly 
represew the Namibia,, people, we believe that the time, 
now long overdue. has come for the Namibian people 
to be given the opportunity to decide tkoogh a demo- 
cratic and free election, controlled and supervised by the 
UN We plead with you. Sir, let the Naodbian people now 
be the i&e of these que~tiom so that all counter-claims 
of representation may be settled.’ 

Mr. Chairman, I have cited but a few examples about 
the moral outcry ard indignation by people of conscience 
and good will. from different parts of the world, who are 
very concerned about the repression and brutal atrocities 
to which the Namibia,, people are condemned. 

I wish to point out here further examples of the natore 
and scope of the more recent crimes which the Sooth 
African my of wcopatioo has beeo peqxtratiw against 
““I people. 

On the 10th of March, 1982, at a traditional homestead 
(kraal) near the Orbikoku Roman Catholic Mission, ten 
imoent Namibim men, women and children were cold- 
bloodedly massacred by soldiers below to the so-called 
Ovambo Homo-guard. which forms part of the South 
African army of repression and colonial occupation in 
Namibia. The soldiers came to the &m-mentioned 
homestead. brandishing automatic weapons with fixed 
bayonets. They then ordered all twelve members of the 
extended family to line op. Minutes thereafter. they 
started spraying thejr victims with bullets. Only two of 
the twelve memben of that family survived by feinting 
to be also dead. 

The two survivors of the massacre have unmirtakeable 
identified the soldiers. They recognised a certain Nakale 
whom they described aa an infamous and brutal com- 
mander of a task force of the South African army known 
as “Koevoet”. 

Horrifying photos of that unspeakable atrocity are 
available in this building for the Honourable members 
of the European Parliament to see for themselves what 
the Namibia” people are experiencing at the hands of the 
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apartheid army of occupation in our country. 
I have earlier cited the position of the religious com- 

munity in Namibia regarding the continued and brutal 
South African occupation of Namibia. I would like to 
mention here that the church community in Namibia as 
we,, as its property have also become the favourite targets 
of the South African reign of terror in our country. 

For instance, a printshop of the Lutheran Church at 
Oniipa. in the northern part of Namibia. had been blown 
up twice by the South African Army. First, it was 
destroyed on the 12th of May 1973, and for the second 
time on the 19th November 1960, after it had been rebuilt 
with the financial assistance of the World Council of 
Churches. On the 22nd of August this year, it was. again. 
fired at by South African soldiers with a 40mm shell fit- 
ted with a high explosive device. The shell smashed 
through a part of the roof of the printshop building. but 
failed to hit its intended target, i.e., the printshop. 

The reason for this repeated attempt to strike at the 
heart of the spiritual foundation of the Lutheran Church 
in Namibia is that the religious newspaper of this church. 
“Onwkwetu”, has courageously dared to publicise cases 
of atrocities committed by the South African army in OUT 
country. 

In a contin”o”s campaign of haraarment and intimida- 
tion of the Namibia church comrmurity, P South African 
military plane dropped explosives on hospital buildingr 
belonging to another Lutheran missionmy station at Slim, 
about 45 km northwest of Oniipa. The fire gutted one 
of the two buildings to the ground, a building which con- 
tained medical supplies and equipment, valued at 2l.Mx) 
ran&. for the hospital; all these were completely 
dehoyed The second building was saved from being gut- 
ted down by the missionary students and local people who 
rushed to the scene and helped to put o”t the fire. 

The following day. Commandant T.A. Nell and Cap- 
tain D. Atkinson of the South Africsan army went to Elim 
to admit and apologirc that their military plane dropped 
the fire on the hospital buildings by “mirtake”. 

Such incidents have. however. become too numerous 
to be accidental. It is a well known fact that nowadays 
the South African troops in Namibia take pleaswe in 
desecrating church property and religious congregations 
as a way of intimidating the population. 

For instance, on May 16th this year. South African 
e&liers intermpted, at the same time. two Sunday wor- 
ship service at Elombe parish, 46 km east of Ondangwa 
and at Onayena parish. approximately 15 km west of 
Elombe At both places, the racist soldiers got into the 
church and stopped the worship service under the pretext 
of looking for SWAP0 activists. They turned the two 
church servicer into total confusion as they surrounded 
the two churches and ordered all the people to leave the 
two church buildings. They also thxatened to shmt any- 
one refusing to leave the church or trying to run away. 
All the men were assembled, interrog.ted and some beaten 
“P. 

One can go on endlessly listing cases of mass brutality 
and terrorism to which our people are daily subjected. 

It is against this background. Mr Chairman. that the 
Nnmibian people and SWAP0 are extremely outraged 
by the position of the Reagan Administration that the 
agony and stdferings of OUT people must continue in order 
to serve as a trwnp card for Washington to achieve its 
own imperialist interest in Southern Africa. 

We reject with indignation and strongly denounce as 
dous and, indeed, inhuman the American efforts to pm- 
long the agony of our people on account of the Cubans 
in Angola. 

Namibia ir surely not Angola. The question of Namibia 
ir a question of pure and simple colonial and illegal oc- 
cupation by South Africa. The presence of Cubans in 
Angola is an entirely separate issue. It is an arrangement 
between two independent and sovereign state--Cuba and 
Angola. It doer not have anything to do with the decol- 
onization of Namibia. 

Furthermore, when the USA, Britain, France, Canada 
and the Federal Republic of Germany asked for UN man- 
date to mediate between SWAP0 and apartheid South 
Africa concerning Namibia’s independence. they did not 
ark that such mandate should include the Cuban troops 
in Angola. It is, therefore, outrageous in the extreme that 
the Reagan administration should try to force a linkage 
between these two entirely separate is”es. 

The American Sang-up with the murderous and op- 
pressive racists of Pretoria does not give the Namibia” 
people a positive impression of the moral strength of 
American democracy. Washi.gton’s holding-up of our 
co”ntry’~ independence on the grounds of the presence 
of Cubans in Angola has, moreover. the effect of not only 
giving comfort to the racist regime of Pretoria, but also 
of conferring legitimacy upon South Africa’s illegal oc- 
c”pation of our country. 

The American attempt to Ii& these two separate iwes 
is as “nj”st as it* demand that the EEC countries should 
not build a pipeline in order to obtain the svpply of gas. 
which they need. from the Soviet Union. We know from 
the mass media that many of your camtrier am opposed 
to this unjust and imperialistic dictate. The people of 
Namibia. like those of your co”ntries. recognise the fact 
that the United Stater of America is a leading world 
power. But we do not agree that the United States has 
the right to bully smaller nations in such a crude way as 
the Reagan administration is trying to do regarding the 
decoloniration of Namibia. 

The cardinal problem in Southern Africa is, in actual 
fact. not the presence of the Cuban troops in Angola but 
the racist policy of apartheid pursued by the regime in 
Pretoria. It is the policies of this regime which pose a 
threat to the ec”rity of the people and nations of South- 
ern Africa: and it is. let the truth be told, the aggresrive 
policy of this regime which has occasioned the presence 
of the Cuban troops in Angola. 

Mr. Chairman. with open support and encouragement 
of the Reagan administration. the South African govem- 
merit is blocking even the conclusion of the negotiations 
on Namibia. The July talks in New York failed to bring 
the negotiations to’ a conclusion because South Africa 
refused with contempt to take part in them. Therefore. 
the three outstanding is”es, namely, the choice of the 
electoral system, the composition of the UNTAG military 
component and the modalities and date of the ceasefire 
agreement could not be agreed upon. Pretoria has up to 
now &used to announce its choice of the electoral syrtem 
to be used in Namibia. SWAPS, as Honourable members 
of the European Parliament are aware, has stated that 
we prefer proportional representation. Our prekrenco for 
this system is governed by the fact that the time given 
to the UN to implement Resolution 435 is very limited. 
We have also said that we can accept single-member con- 
stituency system. provided that all the requirementr con- 
cerning the application of this electoral procedure are met. 

SWAP0 strongly believes that if there are going to be 
UN supenised elections the people of Namibia must know 
the method of election which will be followed. There is 
no justification whatsoever for Pretoria to hide from the 
Namibian people the method of election to be “red. The 
parties which will participate in the UN supervised elec- 
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tiom ,mrzt know what procedure is to be followed so that 
they can prepare themselves better. 

Mr. Chairman, on its part, SWAP0 ir ready to par- 
ticipate in free, fair and democractic elections under UN 
supervision and control. In other words, we are ready 
to submit our6el”es to the Verdict of the Namibia peo- 
ple. We are confident that the Namibia people know 
that it is SWAP0 done which has championed their cause 
over the last two decades; and, as such, we believe that 
the Namibian people will choose a SWAP0 leadership 
to form P national government in our country. 

A SWAP0 government will jealously pursue a policy 
of true democracy. It will promote and respect human 
rights and fundamental freedom far all those who li”e 
in Namibia. We will, however, not support any idea of 
having priviliged minority Sections of the Namibian 
population to the detriment of the majority of our peo- 
ple. Therefore. for us, human rights and fundamental 
freedom would entail an emphasir on sodcveconomic 
justice and fundamental narrowing of the gap between 
those who have enjoyed privileges and those who have 
been disposesed. 

With regard to foreign policy. a SWAP0 govcmmen~ 
will follow a policy of non-alignment and will seek to 
develop friendly relations with other pace-loving states, 
irrespective of their social and political ~ystenw 

Mr. Chairman, Namibia’s economy is essentially based 
on the production of primary products, mainly minerals, 
which it does not consume. Therefore, independent 
Namibia, under a SWAP0 government, will give priority 
to the development of close relationrhip in economic. 
commercial and industrial fields with the EEC countries 

SWAP0 is very well aware that no country on this 
planet can do without commercial links with other coun- 
tries. Even the biggest countries, such as the USSR and 
the USA. do need to conduct foreign trade. Our little 
Namibia could not be an exception to this rule. Therefore. 
our country will, under a SWAP0 govcmment, develop 
diplomatic and commercial relations with all those cow- 
tries that are friendly to her, including the EEC counttier. 

ln conclusion. Mr. Chairman and Honourable members 
of the European parliament. I wish to appeal to you to 
we the good offices of all your governmentr, your 
political parties and popular organisations in you coun- 
tries to actively dissuade the Reagan administration from 
outrageous and unjust porition towards the oppressed 
Namibia” people. 

We earnestly ask your governmenls to publicly reject 
the American linkage of Namibia’s independence to the 
presence of the Cuban forcer in Angola. 

Once again. I wish to thank you mwt sincerely for this 
unique opportunity you have accorded me in order for 
me to state before you. Hanowabk members of the Ewo- 
pea” Parliament. the plight, hopes and aspirations of the 
Namibian people. 

I must also state here, Mr. Chairman. the Namibia” 
people. led by SWAPO. will not, I repeat, will not oc- 
cept the imporitian of a South African puppet regime in 
OUT country. They will resist to the last drop of their blood 
Pretoria’s genocidal attempt to compel our people, by 
force of arms. to accept puppet leaders. 

I thank you. Mr. Chairman. 


